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I - INTRODUCTION 

Mining below a currently active or previously mined 

seam is frequently hampered by negative interaction 

effects due to work in the superjacent seam. Numerous 

case studies available in the literature document the 

difficulties encountered when mining in close proximity 

to another operation (Stemple, 1956; Fritzche and Potts, 

1954; Scurfield, 1971; Su, Peng and Hsiung, 1984). These 

difficulties can be attributed to anomalies in the insitu 

stress field and range from minor ground control 

problems to the complete loss of a large section of 

reserves. 

While the problems encountered in multi-seam mining 

have been known for a number of years, the actual mechanisms 

involved in their development are not thoroughly 

understood. The result has been that most design work 

under these conditions has been undertaken through the 

''seat of the pants" method and has often been 

unsuccessful. current research provides design criteria 

which can predict reasonably accurately when problems can 

be expected and can suggest mining layouts which will 

minimize the negative interaction effects. 

These design criteria have been assembled in an easy 

to use software package for the IBM-PC. The program 

1 
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employs interactive, menu driven data input. This format 

speeds the data entry process and provides an outline for 

collection of the necessary information. In addition, 

the interactive nature of the editor permits the program 

to be used for determining the sensitivity of the output 

to variations in any of the input values. 

Hardware requirements are well within the means of 

most mining companies. The minimum system configuration 

is an IBM-PC or compatible, 64K of RAM, 2 disk drives 

(hard or floppy) and a color graphics card and monitor. 

A dot matrix printer is desirable but not required. 



II. - LITERATURE REVIEW 

When mining at distances of less than 110 feet 

below a currently active or previously mined seam 

negative interaction effects can be expected to occur. 

These interaction effects are attributable to two 

different stress transfer mechanisms (Haycocks and 

Karmis, 1983): 

1) Arching of stresses around an upper seam 

excavation creating zones of intense load below the upper 

seam arch abutments; 

2) Load transfer to the lower seam through isolated 

remnant pillars in the upper seam. 

In both cases the problems intensify as the interval 

between the seams decreases. The literature cites cases 

where evidence of interaction could be observed through 

intervals of up to 750 feet (Scurfield, 1971). An 

exhaustive study by Haycocks and Karmis (1981), however, 

indicated that, in the Appalachian region, the lower seam 

was in significant danger only when the innerburden 

thickness was less than approximately 110 feet. 

The nature and severity of the problems encountered 

are a function of a number of variables. These variables 

include the mining method in both seams, parting 

thickness, innerburden lithology,thickness of the 

3 
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overburden, and sequence of mining (i.e. upper or lower 

seam first or both at the same time) (Engineer 

International, 1981). The variation of these parameters 

determines the magnitude of the stress concentration in 

the upper seam and the degree to which it is transferred 

to the lower. Resulting lower seam problems are 

typically a combination of roof and floor failure and 

pillar crushing (Stemple, 1965; Peng and Chandra, 1980). 

Load distribution on the lower seam is a direct 

function of the upper seam mining configuration. Problems 

most often occur when mining under a group of remnant 

pillars left in what is otherwise a gob area or when 

mining under the interface between a completely worked 

out area and solid coal (Stemple, 1965; Haycocks and 

Karmis, 1983; Peng and Chandra, 1980). The best lower 

seam conditions are found under upper seam gob or under 

areas where extraction is regular and pillars are evenly 

sized and distributed. 

2.1 - Stress Field Under a Remnant Pillar 

An isolated pillar or group of pillars left in a gob 

area is subject to a high load from the overburden above 

the pillar itself and from that above the gob in the 

immediate vicinity. If the pillar is large enough to 

avoid crushing it transmits this load to the strata 
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below. The magnitude of stress applied to an underlying 

seam determines the degree of difficulty which 

will be encountered when mining that seam and depends on 

the distance between the two seams and the nature of the 

rock comprising the interval. Damage to the lower seam 

can potentially include pillar crushing, rib spalling, 

roof failure and floor heave (Haycocks et al., 1982). 

While the effects of pillar load transfer are widely 

recognized, the mechanism of stress transfer is not so 

well understood and the prediction of the occurrence and 

severity of interaction effects is difficult. The 

problem of stress dissipation with depth was first solved 

theoretically by Boussinesq (1885) by assuming the soil 

or rock mass to be an infinite elastic continuum. 

Integration of this solution over the surface over which 

the load is applied produces a set of stress contours in 

the shape of a bulb. This pressure bulb theory is the 

most common concept in use today for the study stress 

distribution under pillars. 

Numerous refinements and extensions to Boussinesq's 

theory have been proposed. Huang (1968) concluded that 

the original solution was conservative for soil but was 

much less predictable for rocks. Giroud (1970) found that 

material heterogeneity had only a small effect on stress 

distribution. Morgenstern and Phukan (1968) found that 

the magnitude of vertical stresses are, for all practical 
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purposes, independent of the constitutive relationship 

used in the analysis. Gerrard (1967) determined that 

stiff layers tended to concentrate the vertical stress 

and limit the distance through which its influence could 

be felt. 

Because of the difficulties encountered in applying 

theoretical concepts to the study of rock, photoelastic 

modeling has been used to determine the size and shape of 

the pressure bulb below a remnant pillar (Ehgartner, 

1982). Stress distributions across a pillar 

are difficult to describe mathematically, so Ehgartner 

chose four typical pillar load distributions (figure 1) 

and applied them to the model through a controlled 

external load. The 1-1 distribution was thought to be 

typical of of the stress on a remnant pillar while the 

1-0.25 distribution was typical of a very large pillar 

where the value of the trough stress approaches that of 

the overburden load. 

The advantage of the photoelastic models was that, 

in addition to varying the type of load, the influence of 

differing innerburden moduli and layer thicknesses could 

be taken into account. The influence of modulus was 

examined by inserting layers of different stiffness into 

the model and noting the effect they had on the 

distribution of stress. The ratio of the modulus of 

these layers to that of the rest of the model material 
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ranged between 0.1 and 8.0. The results of this work, 

examples of which can be seen in figures 2 and 3, showed 

that soft materials tended to distribute the stress over 

a large distance while stiff ones tended to concentrate 

it and limit the distance through which it could be felt. 

The effect of layering was simulated by replacing 

the solid sheet of model material by a series of layers. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of two degrees of layering on the 

level of stress at various depths below the isolated pillar. 

In all of the models the presence of layers increased the 

distance through which the stress was transferred. 

As a parallel to this work Haycocks and Karmis (1983) 

reviewed cases found in the literature and determined 

that, as the average modulus of the innerburden 

increased, the minimum innerburden distance required for 

stable conditions to exist in the lower seam decreased 

(figure 5). Their data can be summarized by the 

equation: 

D = 110 - 0.65S (2.1) 

where D = the minimum stable innerburden distance in feet 

s = the percent hardrock in the innerburden. 

Ehgartner, in a review of the same case studies, 

found that, as the number of beds in the innerburden 

increased, the distance between seams needed for 

stability in the lower working also increased (figure 6). 

His findings can be summarized by the equation: 
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D = 6.8N + 55 (2.2) 

where N = the number of beds in the innerburden as 

defined by a change in rock type. This trend is 

unreliable beyond 10 beds due to a lack of data in that 

range. 

2.2 - Stress Under Arch Abutments 

When rows of barrier or chain pillars are left in 

the upper seam gob, or work stops at a property boundary, 

a different type of stressed zone is created. These 

stresses are caused by the formation of a pressure arch 

spanning the upper seam excavation. The arch typically 

forms with one abutment resting on the solid coal and the 

other 100 to 300 feet into the gob (Stemple, 1956). The 

level of stress in these abutments is far above that in 

the surroundings. If the thickness of the parting is less 

than the height of the pressure arch, areas of high 

stress can be expected in the lower seam where the seam 

intersects the stressed part of the arch (figure 7). 

The locations of these stressed zones as well as 

their magnitude can be predicted by the pressure arch 

theory. The idea of a pressure arch forming around an 

excavation was first proposed by Fayol in 1885 as part of 

a study of subsidence effects on the surface. Based on 

the study of stratified models he developed the concept 
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of a dome forming in the rock above an excavation. The 

rock inside this dome was free to fail into the opening 

while that outside the dome was stable. From his data he 

concluded that the span of the dome was limited to 200 

times the excavation height and the height of the dome 

varied between 2 and 4 times the opening width. 

One of the earliest theoretical explanations of the 

pressure dome phenomenon was presented by Randolph 

(1915). After reducing the problem to two dimensions by 

assuming the length of the excavation to be much greater 

than the width, he compared the formation of a pressure 

arch to the construction of an arch for a bridge. If the 

overburden load is evenly distributed, the stress around 

the excavation can be resolved into a series of vectors 

the tangent to which takes on an arched shape. Employing 

common structural design equations, he predicted that 

arch height would increase with increasing overburden 

depth and that, under the same load, an arch forming in a 

soft, jointed material would be higher than one forming 

in a stronger, more competent one. 

Through observation Randolph concluded that there 

was a limit to the width the arch would span after which 

the load at one of the abutments would exceed the 

capacity of the supporting material; upon failure of the 

arch, the roof would cave and a new arch form with one 

leg resting on the remaining support and the other on the 
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caved material. He was also aware that the formation of 

the arch created a zone of destressed material within and 

provided an area where roof support requirements were 

minimal. 

Dinsdale (1937) was one of the earliest researchers 

to recognize that the dome extended below as well as 

above the opening and that "the dome formed below the 

excavation will be almost a mirror image of the dome 

above". In addition, he described the formation of minor 

pressure arches over each opening in the case of room and 

pillar mining and the subsequent creation of a major 

pressure arch when the intermediate pillars -yielded and 

the minor arches merged (figure 8). 

Denkhaus (1964) reviewed several theories on strata 

movement and stability including the arching and fracture 

dome theories. The simplest of these is the rigid dome 

theory (figure 9). This model does not take into account 

the possibility of deformation but is instead based 

solely on the equilibrium of forces along the dome 

boundary. 

By again assuming that the entry is much longer than 

it is wide, the dome can be reduced to an arch for 

analysis. For the case where the rock lacks sufficient 

cohesion to remain attached to the dome above the 

excavation the relationship between the span and the 

height of the dome is given by: 
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s = J Sered (1 - h/d) log(l - h/d) (2.3) 

where s = span, 

h = dome height, 

d = depth below the surface, 

ere = uniaxial compressive strength of the rock, 

w = specific weight of the rock. 

The maximum dome height is given by the equation: 

hmax = 0.63d ( 2. 4) 

and the maximum span 

( 2. 5) 

Similar equations exist for an arch in sufficiently 

cohesive material. The theory is based on a homogeneous 

isotropic rock mass and therefore predicts a maximum span 

which is larger than would be found in practice. 

The fracture dome theory takes into account the 

deformability of the rock mass but still idealizes it as 

a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic medium. The basis of 

this theory is the application of a failure criterion to 

the stress field to locate the zone where stresses 

exactly equal strengths and, therefore, no failure will 

occur. If the location of the dome is chosen so that 

tensile stress does not exceed uniaxial tensile strength 
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and compressive stress does not exceed uniaxial 

compressive strength, the ratio of the dome height to the 

span is given by the largest of the following: 

2 h/s = (1 + crtfwd)/2k - 0.5 (2.6) 

2 h/s = 2/(k - 1 + crc/wd) (2.7) 

where k = the ratio of horizontal to vertical stress 

crt = the uniaxial tensile strength 

and the other variables are defined above. The 

limitation to the theory is obvious when one considers 

that for k=O the ratio 2 h/s equals infinity. 

In reality the fractured rock inside the dome forms 

internal arches and the thrust from these arches converts 

the stress at the dome boundary from a uniaxial to a 

multiaxial state (figure 10). Rock is stronger in 

multiaxial compression so this condition reduces the 

tendency of the rock to fracture and, therefore, r~sults 

in a dome which is smaller than predicted by the theory. 

Because of the assumptions inherent in these 

theoretical analyses, the size and shape of the arch or dome 

they predict usually doesn't correlate well with what is 

observed in the field. In an effort to better predict the 

location and size of arches, the National Coal Board (1954) 

collected data from numerous observations in the British 
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fracture dome theory. Note that the secondary 
arching within the dome creates a multiaxial 
stress field and aids in stabilizing the rock in 
the vicinity of the excavation. (Denkhaus, 1964) 
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and German coal fields and developed an empirical 

equation for the maximum width of the pressure arch as a 

function of the quantity of overburden. The formula: 

W = 0.15D + 60 (2.8) 

where w is the maximum arch width and Dis the overburden 

depth in feet is valid for depths ranging between 400 and 

2000 feet. The Coal Board also found that the arch 

height was approximately equal to twice its width. 

Additionally, it was determined that the abutment zones 

extended 60 to 90 feet beyond the edge of the destressed 

intrazoidal zone after which vertical stress approached 

the normal value. 

Historically, it was common to assume that each 

abutment supported the weight of half of the material 

above the arch (Randolph, 1915) but field measurements 

indicated that this simplistic approach was not accurate. 

The National Coal Board developed an empirical 

relationship between overburden depth and the maximum 

stress which can be expected at the abutments. This 

relationship can be reduced to the equation: 

Smax = 0.00ll9D2 + 0.637D + 269 (2.9) 

where Smax = the maximum abutment stress in psi, 

D = the overburden depth in feet. 

Interaction effects due to pressure arches are not 

all negative. Through careful planning, advantage can be 

taken of the destressed zone within the arch. An entry 
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located within this area is subject to much less stress 

than would normally be encountered and is, therefore, 

inherently more stable (Stemple, 1956;Randolph, 

1915;Denkhaus, 1964). This technique has been applied to 

advantage in very deep mines in the Soviet Union 

(Lepikhov, 1984) and Britain (Whittaker and Hodgkinson, 

1971) . 



III - PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

The current state of the art in ground control 

research provides tools for the design of operations 

working in a multi-seam environment. The purpose of the 

U-SEAM computer program is to provide an engineer or 

student involved in multi-seam mining with a tool which 

will predict the occurrence of ground control problems in 

the lower seam and suggest design parameters which will 

minimize these problems. The program is easy to use and 

provides a means of quickly generating reproducible data 

for the determination of lower seam layout and support 

requirements. 

The algorithms used in the routines are based on a 

combination of field observations and model studies. 

Because local geology exerts a significant influence on 

ground stability, it was recognized that some users may 

desire to modify the program to better model conditions 

at their location. Several features were incorporated to 

make this task as easy as possible. The IBM BASIC 

language was used because it can be learned quickly and 

permits simple changes and immediate error detection. The 

derivation of each of the algorithms is thoroughly 

documented later in this chapter. In addition, the 

computational routines are grouped into independent 

25 
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subroutines and comments are used liberally throughout 

the code. 

3.1 - Program Organization 

The program is organized into two modules: the input 

routine and the calculation routine. The input routine 

consists of a series of menus and an editor for entering 

or changing data values. This module also provides for 

storage of the data on diskette for later modification 

and use. The calculation routine uses the data supplied 

by the input routine to predict when ground control 

problems can be expected and to suggest lower seam design 

parameters to minimize them. 

3.1.1 - Input Module 

The majority of effort required in using any 

software package involves data entry. In order to make 

the use of this package as simple as possible, a means of 

data entry was developed which is very forgiving and 

permits corrections to be made easily. New users will 

find that this helps them to learn the program quickly 

while experienced users will appreciate the ease in which 

selected changes can be made to an existing data set for 

such purposes as sensitivity analyses. 
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The data entry routine is fully interactive and is 

based around a series of menus. Data can only be entered 

in the highlighted fields and progression from one field 

to another is accomplished through the use of the arrow 

keys on the right side of the IBM keyboard. The left and 

right arrows move the cursor from side to side within a 

particular field while the up and down arrows permit 

movement to a previous or subsequent field. The 'Pg Up' 

and 'Pg On' keys are used to move from menu to menu. 

Data can be entered in any order in any menu and can be 

changed as often as desired while in the EDIT mode. 

The technique used in creating these menus involves 

keeping track of the location of the cursor at all times. 

A character placed anywhere in one of the highlighted 

fields is also entered in a corresponding location in an 

associated entry variable. When a new menu is called up 

the data contained in the entry variables for the 

previous menu is copied to a set of unique program 

variables to be used later in the calculation routine. 

The entry variables are then reinitialized for use in the 

next menu. If a menu is recalled at a later time the 

information already stored in the program variables is 

copied back to the corresponding entry variable for 

modification. 

When the edit session is complete, the main menu from 

which the program started is recalled by pressing the 'Home' 
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key. From here the data can be SAVEd on disk for later use 

and the computational module can be RUN. The QUIT option 

returns the user to the DOS environment. 

3.1.2 - Calculation Module 

The calculation module is divided into a series of 

subroutines, each performing a specific calculation or 

set of calculations. Flow from one subroutine to another 

is controlled by the main program and the order in which 

the subroutines are called depends on the type of 

structure which is being undermined. If the lower seam 

is working under an isolated remnant pillar then option 

111 11 is chosen and the calculations follow a certain 

progression. If mining occurs under the interface 

between a gob area and a large area of solid coal option 

112 11 is chosen and and the calculations follow a different 

progression. 

Operation of the computational module is outlined in 

the flowchart in figure 11. The function of the main 

program and the derivation and operation of each of the 

subroutines is described in detail below. 

3.2.1 - Program Design 

The function of the main program is to convert the 
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data provided by the editor into a usable form and then 

control the progression of the rest of the subroutines. 

Input data is stored by the editor in character 

variables. After defining common variables and 

dimensioning arrays the main program then converts the 

character strings into numerical values. After this is 

done it looks at the value of the variable OPT to see 

which of the two possible configurations is being 

studied. A value of 1 indicates that mining is under a 

remnant pillar while a value of 2 indicates that mining 

is under a solid/gob interface. From this point the 

program branches to the proper subroutine calls. When 

all of the calculations are completed and the output has 

been generated the editor is reloaded and control returns 

to the main menu. 

3.2.2 - Minimum Innerburden Subroutine 

The first subroutine called under both options 

determines whether interaction effects will occur at all. 

This is done by calculating the minimum innerburden 

thickness required to prevent problems from occurring and 

comparing this to the actual value supplied by the user. 

If the actual thickness is greater than all of the 

minimums, no problems should be expected. The program 

indicates this and either continues or terminates at this 
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point, depending on the desires of the user. 

The first check made is for minimum innerburden as a 

function of the number of beds in the interval. The 

equation used (Ehgartner, 1982): 

D = 6.8N + 55 (2.2) 

where D = the minimum stable parting thickness in feet, 

N = the number of beds in the interval 

was derived from the data in figure 6. This equation is 

based on 32 case studies from the Appalachian coal 

fields. 

The second test is for minimum innerburden 

thickness as a function of percent hardrock, usually 

sandstone, in the interval. The equation used in this 

instance, (Haycocks and Karmis, 1983): 

D = 110 - 0.65S (2.1) 

wheres= the percent hardrock in the innerburden, 

was developed from the case study data in figure 5. 

3.2.3 - Stress Field Under a Remnant Pillar 

Once it has been determined that interaction effects 

are likely to occur, the maximum stress in the upper seam 

has to be calculated. The method of calculation depends 

on the upper seam mining configuration. In the case of 

mining under a remnant pillar (option 1) this is done 

through the use of the tributary area theory using a 
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calculated width of the overhang surrounding the pillar. 

Figure 12 illustrates the upper seam configuration 

used in the analysis. The distance that the roof rock 

will overhang can be calculated by the equation 

( 3 .1) 

where L = the maximum overhang 

t = the composite layer thickness 

Pag = the adjusted weight density of the composite 

roof layer from equation 3.2 

(Dept. of Mining and Minerals Eng., 1981). 

This equation is based on clamped beam theory where 

the beam is assumed to be made up of a series of layers. 

The adjusted weight density of a layer takes into account 

the fact that a strong roof layer which is overlain by a 

weaker one will be loaded by a part of the weight of the 

weaker layer as well as that of itself (Merrill, 1958). 

The adjusted density is calculated by the formula 
2 

where E· 1 

t· 1 

8i 

Et (gt + g 2t 2 + ........ +gt) 1 1 1 1 n n 
p g = 

a 3 3 3 E t + E2t 2 + ........ + E t 1 1 n n 

= Young's Modulus of layer i 

= the thickness of layer i 

= the weight density of layer i. 

(3.2) 

Once the overhang distance is known the weight on 

the pillar can be calculated by: 

Wt= (PL+ L) (PW+ L) (HY) 

where Wt= the total rock weight in pounds 

( 3. 3) 
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PL = the pillar length in feet, 

PW = the pillar width in feet, 

L = the maximum overhang in feet, 

H = the overburden thickness in feet, 

y = the overburden density in pcf. 

Pillar stress is equal to the total load divided by the 

pillar area. 

3.2.4 - Lower Seam Stress Subroutine 

The magnitude of stress at a given distance below a 

remnant pillar can be calculated by means of the pressure 

bulb theory. The theoretical equations developed for soil 

mechanics tend to be inaccurate when applied to rocks so 

stress distribution due to pillar load was evaluated 

using photoelastic models (Ehgartner, 1982). It has been 

found that the degree of layering of the floor rock has a 

significant influence on the size and shape of the 

pressure bulb below a remnant pillar. The results are 

summarized in figure 4. 

To develop an algorithm for design use a polynomial 

was fitted to each of the two curves for layering. For 

layers greater than 5 feet thick, the behavior can be 

modeled by the equation: 

S = 0.0172D2 - 0.284D + 1.03 

wheres = the stress intensity factor, 

(3.4) 
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D = d/Wp, 

d = the depth below the remnant pillar, 

Wp = the width of the remnant pillar. 

For layers less than 5 feet thick the equation is: 

s = 0.00956D2 - 0.1977D + 0.9889. (3.5) 

Both formulas fit the data with an R-square of better than 

0.95. 

It is likely that the results of a simple model such 

as this one will not accurately define all field 

conditions. It was felt, however, that the general trend 

projected by the data was correct and would serve as a 

valid starting point for more advanced analysis. As 

field data becomes available, a more accurate algorithm 

can be developed by the user through modification of the 

coefficients in the equations. 

Equations 3.4 and 3.5 only calculate the stress 

concentration factor for the lower seam while the actual 

value of stress is yet to be determined. The stress 

concentration factor is the percentage of upper seam 

pillar load which is transferred to the lower seam. 

Lower seam pillar stress is calculated by: 

crl = cruS + Hg 

where crl = the lower seam pillar stress in psi, 

au= the upper seam pillar stress in psi, 

and the other variables have been defined above. 

( 3. 6) 
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3.2.5 - Abutment Stress Fields 

When mining under a solid/gob interface (option 2) a 

somewhat different approach is required. In this case 

two zones of high stress are commonly encountered. The 

first zone is located above the edge of the solid block 

of coal in the upper seam while the second is found some 

distance into the gob. 

This phenomenon can be explained by the pressure 

arch theory which contends that when an excavation is 

made, the load which was originally supported by the 

excavated material is transferred to the solid rock at 

the sides of the opening through the formation of an 

arch. This arch supports itself at two abutments. When 

mining under the interface between a mined out area and a 

large block of solid coal, one of these abutments is 

located in the solid rock and the other is in the gob. 

The distance between the two abutments is equal to the 

maximum pressure arch width. 

There are a number of theories which attempt to 

define the size and shape of a pressure arch (Randolph, 

1915; Dinsdale, 1937; Denkhaus, 1964). The problem with 

these numerical approaches is that some assumptions have 

to be made or else the calculations become too cumbersome 

to carry out. These assumptions often include those of 

elastic deformation, homogeneity and isotropy, all of 
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which introduce a considerable amount of error. 

An alternative to theory is to observe a large 

quantity of field cases and then develop empirical 

relations to define arch size and shape. This program 

uses equations developed by the National Coal Board 

(1954) from observations in British and German coal 

mines (figure 13). 

The Coal Board developed a relationship for the 

stress at the abutments as well as the abutment location. 

The magnitude of stress in the lower seam below the 

abutments is a function of the thickness of the 

innerburden and the strength of the rock. In order to 

determine how the stress dissipated with depth, a series 

of finite element runs was made using the mesh in figure 

14. 

For the analysis the opening width was set to 200 

feet. This width was chosen because it produced a stress 

level at the abutments equivalent to that which is 

predicted by equation 2.7 for a range of overburden 

depths. The program was then run simulating overburden 

depths between 500 to 3000 feet and using Young's modulus 

of the surrounding rock equal to 3, 6 and 9 million psi. 

Data for stress below the pillar as a percentage of the 

virgin, insitu value is listed versus depth in table 1 

for one run at each value of Young's modulus. 

Only three data sets were used in the development of 
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ARCH WIDTH: W = 0.15D + 60 

ARCH HEIGHT: H = 2W 

MAXIMUM ABUTMENT STRESS: Smax = 0.00119D 2 + 0.637D + 269 

ABUTMENT ZONE WIDTH: 60 TO 90 FEET 

W = ARCH SPAN IN FEET 
D = OVERBURDEN THICKNESS IN FEET 
H = ARCH HEIGHT IN FEET 
Smax = MAXIMUM ABUTMENT STRESS IN PSI 

FIGURE 13. National Coal Board (1954) empirical 
relationships. 
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TABLE 1 

DATA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A POLYNOMIAL 
TO PREDICT STRESS BELOW A PRESSURE ARCH ABUTMENT 

E = 3 X 106psi E = 6 X 106psi E = 9 X 10 6psi 

Depth Below 
Upper Seam 

(feet) ot ob % Ot ob % ot Ob % 
>J::. 
0 

0 4850 1606 300 4310 1620 266 3980 1620 246 
10 3230 1614 200 3010 1630 185 2840 1630 174 
20 2850 1626 175 2680 1640 183 2550 1650 155 
30 2540 1638 155 2410 1650 146 2310 1660 140 
40 2300 1651 139 2200 1660 133 2120 1670 127 
50 2120 1664 127 2030 1680 121 1970 1690 117 
60 1980 1677 118 1910 1690 113 1850 1700 109 
70 1870 1691 111 1810 1700 106 1760 1710 103 
80 1790 1705 105 1740 1720 101 1700 1730 98 
90 1720 1718 100 1680 1730 97 1650 1740 95 

100 1670 1732 96 1640 1740 94 1610 1750 92 

ot = abutment stress in psi at depth 
ob= background stress outside of abutment zone in psi at depth 
% = abutment stress as a percentage of background value 

Note: Overburden thickness in all cases= 1500 feet. 
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the algorithm because it was found that the percent 

insitu stress is not a function of the overburden load. 

In other words, the stress 10 feet below the pillar for a 

Young's modulus of 3 million psi and 500 feet of 

overburden is 200 percent of the virgin insitu value of 

approximately 500 psi or 1000 psi. The stress at the 

same location if the overburden is 2000 feet thick is 

4000 psi or 200 percent of the virgin value of 2000 psi. 

In both cases the actual stress is 200 percent of that 

which was present before mining. A polynomial was fitted 

to the data set and the resulting equation: 

PCT= 0.0227I2 - 3.66I - 4.62x10-6E + 269 (3.7) 

where PCT= percent of virgin stress, 

I= distance below the upper seam in feet, 

E = average Young's modulus of innerburden rock 

in (psi), 

also fit with an R-square of greater than 0.95. 

After the percent of virgin stress is known for any 

particular horizon, calculation of the actual stress at that 

level is a simple matter of multiplying the virgin stress by 

that percentage. A typical equation would be: 

STRESS= DX W x PCT 

where STRESS= actual vertical stress in psf, 

D = overburden above upper seam in feet, 

W = average overburden weight in pcf, 

(3.8) 

PCT= percent virgin stress as defined above. 
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3.2.6 - Pillar Design 

When the stress on the lower seam has been 

determined by either of the two methods outlined above, 

pillars can be designed to support the load. In the 

design of pillars it is assumed that the roof and 

floor are stable and than the overburden load is 

distributed evenly to all of the pillars. The program 

calculates pillar sizes twice, once based on the average 

lower seam load found over most of the mine and again for 

the load under the high stresses caused by arch abutments 

and remnant pillars. Design of the pillars is based on 

he assumption that pillar strength must be greater than 

pillar stress or the pillars will fail. 

Using the tributary load concept, the stress on the 

pillars would be: 

ap = cr1(W + 0)2/w2 

where W = pillar length and width assuming square 

pillars (feet), 

o = opening width (feet), 

al= lower seam stres (psf), 

a p = pillar stress (psf) . 

Pillar strength was calculated using the Bieniawski 

equation: 

STRENGTH= (K/D) (0.64 + 0.36W(l2/H)) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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where K = the coal K-factor, 

H = the mining height in inches, 

D = the square root of the mining height if it is 

less than 36 and 6 otherwise, 

w = the pillar width. 

Although this equation is the least conservative of the 

two most commonly used (figure 15) it was selected 

because the Holland-Gaddy equation is much too 

conservative when the pillar width is large. 

Since a drastic change in pillar dimensions under 

the area of high stress can cause problems with the 

mining plan, it may be desirable in practice to deviate 

somewhat from the value which is suggested by the 

program. In order to provide a means of making an 

intelligent decision regarding pillar sizes a nomogram of 

pillar dimensions vs. safety factor is constructed for 

the high stress zone. The data for this nomogram is 

obtained using the same equations as before except that 

the safety factor is also varied from 0.5 to 3.0 in 

increments of 0.25. An optimum pillar size is calculated 

for each of the safety factors and the results can then 

be plotted on the screen. 

3.2.7 - Lower Seam Roof Stability 

As stated earlier, the design of pillars is based on 
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the assumption that the roof and floor are stable. This, 

however, is frequently not the case. Although the 

pillars may be large enough to support the transmitted 

load without crushing, there is no guarantee that the 

roof will not fail. A common mechanism of roof failure 

under zones if high stress is shear at the rib (Stemple, 

1956; Cox, 1974; Barko, 1982). Results of finite element 

studies show that, when mining under a block of coal, a 

zone of high shear stress exists along a line between the 

ribs in the upper and lower seams (figure 16). It was 

therefore decided that a reasonable means of predicting 

roof st.ability was to compare the shear stress found in 

the immediate roof of the lower seam to the shear 

strength of the rock determined from the Mohr-coulomb 

failure criterion. 

The Mohr-coulomb relation states than the shear 

strength of rock can be predicted by the equation: 

T = c + crntan <I> (3.11) 

where T = the shear strength (psi), 

c = the cohesive strength of the rock (psi), 

crn = the normal stress on the plane of failure 

(psi) , 

<I> = the angle of internal friction of the rock. 

The shear stress on any plane can be calculated by the 

equation: 
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FIGURE 16. Zone of high shear stress as predicted 
by finite element models. Circles indicate 
elements with minimum factor of safety against 
shear failure. 
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T = -(ox-oy)sin2e + •xycos28 
2 

horizontal stress, 

vertical stress, 

shear stress in the horizontal 

directions, 

(3.12) 

and vertical 

the angle of the failure plane from the 

horizontal. 

Roof stability is calculated by comparing the shear 

strength to the shear stress on planes inclined between o 

and 90 degrees from the horizontal and recording the 

minimum safety factor. If the minimum safety factor is 

less than 1.0, failure can be expected to occur. 

The values of the stresses in the immediate roof are 

not always easy to determine. If work in the lower seam 

has begun and a zone of high stress has been encountered, 

these stresses could be measured using any of a number of 

techniques. Because of the difficulties encountered in 

making these measurements and desirability of being able 

to determine stability before actually mining under a 

zone of high stress, finite element models were used to 

predict what the lower seam stresses are likely to be. 

A set of polynomials was fitted to the output data 

from the finite element models (table 2). Given a 

vertical and horizontal stress, these relationships will 

predict the stresses in the roof at the edge of the 
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TABLE 2 

DATA FOR ROOF STRESS POLYNOMIAL DEVELOPMENT 

<JV <J h <JX <J y -rxy 

500 75 32 446 377 
500 500 534 450 390 
500 1000 1126 454 405 
500 1500 1718 458 420 

1000 150 64 872 736 
1000 500 475 875 747 
1000 1000 1067 879 762 
1000 1500 1660 883 777 
1500 225 87 1304 1100 
1500 500 416 1306 1108 
1500 1000 1008 1310 1123 
1500 1500 1600 1314 1138 
2000 300 119 1730 1459 
2000 500 357 1731 1465 
2000 1000 949 1736 1480 
2000 1500 1542 1740 1495 
3000 450 183 2582 2178 
3000 500 240 2582 2179 
3000 1000 833 2586 2194 
3000 1500 1425 2591 2209 

All stresses are in psi. 
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pillar on either side of the opening (figure 17). In 

these equations: 

crx = -(l.184crh - 0.117crv + 0.532) 

cry = -(.0083crh + 0.853crv + 19.32) 

Txy = -(0.03crh + 0.716crv + 17.3) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

av equals the vertical stress transferred to the lower 

seam from the upper seam and ah must be supplied by the 

user. If the horizontal stress is not known, a value 

equal to Poisson's ratio multiplied by the overburden 

load can be used. 

3.2.8 - Influence of Roof Jointing 

The occurrence of joints in the roof provides a zone 

of low shear strength and thus of possible shear failure. 

Because of this, any thorough study of roof stability 

must include the influence of jointing. The relative 

influence is a function of both the joint's strike and 

dip. A joint which strikes roughly parallel to the 

entry, for instance, is much more likely to cause 

problems than one which runs perpendicular to it. 

A convenient way to quantify the influence of the 

strike of the joint is to weight it based on the cosine 

of the angle between the joint and the normal to the 

strike of the entry (figure 18). As this angle 

increases, the joint more closely parallels the entry and 
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FIGURE 18. Means of quantifying the influence of 
joint strike on roof stability. 
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the cosine of the angle approaches o. The reciprocal of 

this value approaches infinity and can be used as one 

factor in the classification scheme. 

Because of the problems associated with the value 

approaching infinity, a ceiling of 5.0 was placed on 

this variable. The ceiling is reached when the angle 

between the joint and the direction of the entry is 

approximately 12 degrees. since the joint is almost 

parallel to the entry at this point anyway, little is 

lost by imposing the limit. 

The dip of the joint also contributes to the overall 

stability of the roof. In order to quantify the 

influence of dip, an method of weighting similar to that 

of Bieniawski's (1983) Geomechanics Classification was 

used. The weights assigned to different strike/dip 

combinations can be seen in table 3. It should be noted 

that two joints with the same dip are not necessarily 

equally stable. The relationship between the strike of 

the joint and the strike of the entry is also important. 

Finally, the spacing of the joints also has to be 

taken into consideration. Joints which are closely 

spaced tend to divide the roof up into small blocks and 

thereby encourage displacement and ultimately failure. 

Widely spaced joints, on the other hand, may have little 

or no influence on roof stability. To account for this a 

spacing factor was added to the joint influence 



TABLE 3 

WEIGHTS ASSIGNED TO DIFFERENT STRIKE/DIP COMBINATIONS 
(BIENIAWSKI, 1983) 

Strike perpendicular to tunnel axis 
Strike parallel 
to tunnel axis 

Drive with dip Drive against dip 

Dip 45-90° Dip 20-45° Dip 45-90° Dip 20-45° Dip 45-90° Dip 20-45° 

Weight 

1 2 3 4 5 3 

Dip 
0 - 20° 

perpendicular/ 
parallel 

4/2 

(J1 
w 
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coefficient. If the joint spacing coefficient, defined 

as the opening width divided by the joint spacing, was 

between 1 and 2 then a spacing factor of 0.5 was added to 

the influence coefficient. If the value was greater than 

2, a spacing factor of 1 was added. 

The above weighting scheme is applied to each joint 

set in the lower seam roof and an influence coefficient 

is assigned. The influence coefficient is calculated by: 

where JIC 

SFAC 

e 

JIC = (SFAC) (DFAC) + SPACFAC (3.16) 

= joint influence coefficient, 

= 1/cos(S), 

= angle between the joint and the normal to 

the strike of the entry (degrees), 

DFAC = weight factor due to the dip, 

SPACFAC = weight factor due to spacing. 

A large JIC indicates that the joint is likely to cause 

problems while a low one means that the joint will have 

little influence on roof stability. 

The joint influence coefficient is a subjective 

value. Some experience on the part of the user will be 

necessary before the JIC can be accurately interpreted 

for a particular location. Due to factors such as joint 

roughness and degree of cementation the actual meaning of 

a particular value will be site specific. 
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3.2.9 - Lower Seam Floor stability 

Of the three structural units in a coal mine, 

stability of the floor has attracted the least amount of 

research. Its failure, however, can have just as great 

an impact as that of the roof or pillars. If the floor 

yields, the support provided by the pillars is eliminated 

and the possibility for roof control problems is 

enhanced. 

studies of floor stability have generally approached 

the problem as being one of bearing capacity. If the 

floor of a coal mine is shale or clay, it will tend to 

act somewhat like a soil when it gets wet. When the load 

on the pillar exceeds the bearing capacity of the 

supporting material, the pillar will punch into the floor 

and the softer material will heave upward into the 

opening. 

This same type of failure can be seen with building 

foundations on weak ground. There are several equations 

available in the field of soil mechanics which will 

predict this type of failure and a modified version of 

the Terzaghi-Meyerhof equation was used in this analysis. 

The Terzaghi-Meyerhof equation assumes that when the 

shearing stress below a foundation exceeds the shear 

resistance of the soil, failure of the foundation will 

occur along the planes of minimum resistance (figure 19). 
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p lt 

FIGURE 19. Zones of shear failure below a 
foundation based on the Terzaghi-Meyerhof equation. 
(Adler and Sun, 1976) 
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The equation: 

Pu1t = K1NcC + K2Y1 NrB + NqY2Df 

where C = soil cohesion (psi), 

(3.17) 

yl = the effective weight of the soil below the 

foundation (pcf), 

y2 = the effective weight of the soil above the 

foundation (pcf), 

B = the width of the foundation (feet), 

Df = the depth of the foundation below the surface 

of the ground (feet), 

attributes the shear strength to cohesion, internal 

friction and the weight of the material above the 

foundation. The values of Ne, Nr and Ng are functions of 

the angle of internal friction as illustrated in figure 

20. For a square foundation, such as a pillar, K1 equals 

1.3 and K2 equals 0.4. 

Tests conducted to determine the bearing capacity of 

shale floors in the Appalachian coal fields showed that 

the strengths varied between 1900 and 5500 psi (Dulaney, 

1960). Sun (1966) showed that the wet, unconfined 

compressive strength of the floor rock was a fair 

indication of its ultimate bearing capacity and proposed 

the use of a modified version of the Terzaghi equation: 

Pult = 3.99g (3.18) 

along with a safety factor ranging between 1.22 and 3.15. 

This form of the equation assumes that the angle of 
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FIGURE 20. Relationship between the values of Ne, 
Nr and Nq and the angle of internal friction. 
(Adler and sun, 1976). 
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internal friction is zero and saturated, undrained 

conditions exist and requires only a knowledge of the 

compressive strength of the wet floor rock, q. 

Two possible floor configurations were analyzed. In 

the first case (figure 21a) the pillar rests directly on 

the soft shale. Evaluation of floor stability is a 

simple matter of comparing the pillar load to the 

ultimate floor strength from equation 3.16 and 

calculating the safety factor. 

In the second case (figure 21b) the immediate floor 

consists of sandstone or limestone which is underlain by 

a soft shale. Under these conditions, failure of the 

floor occurs when the stress transmitted through the 

harder material to the shale is sufficient to cause a 

bearing capacity failure in the shale and the resulting 

upward thrust on the hard layer causes a shear or tensile 

failure in this material at the pillar edge. 

The first step in this type of analysis is to 

determine the stress applied to the soft material at 

depth. A simple means of doing this is to assume that 

the average stress applied by the pillar to the soft 

layer can be calculated by the equation (Sowers, 1979): 

crav = Q/(L+z)2 (3.19) 

where aav = the average stress applied to the soft layer 

by the pillar in psf, 

Q = the total pillar load in pounds, 
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FIGURE 21. Two possible lower seam floor 
configurations: a) pillar rests directly on soft 
layer. b) pillar rests on thin hard layer which 
is underlain by a softer one. 
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L = the length of one side of the square pillar 

in feet, 

z = the thickness of the hard layer in feet. 

The derivation of this equation is illustrated in figure 

22. Total stress on the soft layer can be determined by 

adding the surcharge load from the hard layer to the 

value calculated above: 

at= crav + zYh (3.20) 

where at= the total stress in psf, 

ah= the weight density of the hard layer, 

and the other variables are defined above. 

When the stress on the soft layer is known, the 

bearing capacity can be calculated using equation 3.18. 

If the bearing capacity divided by an appropriate safety 

factor is greater than the load applied to the soft layer 

then a stable floor can be assumed. If, however, the 

bearing capacity is exceeded, the floor may or may not 

fail depending on the strength of the hard layer in 

tension and shear. 

When the soft layer fails in shear, the resulting 

upward heave of the material applies a distributed load 

to the bottom of the hard floor layer. If the failure 

surface is taken as being linear, the problem can be 

simplified to that in figure 23, and the magnitude of the 

distributed load O'J-I can be calculated by the equation 

(Sowers, 1979): 
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FIGURE 22. Method of calculating the magnitude of 
the pillar load which is transferred to the soft 
layer. (Sowers, 1979) 
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L = (Pu1t - 2Ctane + tane)3/(tane )4 (3.21) 

where L = the distributed load on the hard floor layer 

(psf), 

C = the cohesive strength of the shale (psi), 

a= 45 degrees+ ~/2, 

~=the angle of internal friction of the shale 

(= o degrees). 

After the magnitude of the distributed load on the 

immediate floor layer is known, the maximum shear and 

tensile stresses in the beam can be calculated. Assuming 

that the floor behaves like a clamped beam the shear and 

tensile stresses can be calculated by the equations: 

Smax = 3LW I 4z (3.22) 

Tmax = LW2 I 2z2 (3.23) 

where Smax = maximum shear stress (psf), 

Tmax = maximum tensile stress (psf) , 

w = opening width (feet), 

and the other variables have been defined previously 

(Adler and Sun, 1976). If either the maximum tensile or 

shear stress exceeds its respective strength, the hard 

floor layer can be expected to fail. 

3.2.10 - Relative Percent Extraction 

Percent extraction in the upper seam has an 

influence on the stability of the lower seam. From 
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figure 24 it can be seen that recovery in the lower seam 

has to be equal to or greater than that in the upper seam 

to maintain stable conditions. These results imply that 

pillar sizes must be systematically decreased in 

descending mining horizons. 

For design purposes, in this program a lower seam 

extraction ratio is suggested based on the above 

information. At times the proposed ratio may be 

impractical. The basis for this suggestion (decreasing 

pillar sizes) should, however, always be kept in mind 

when designing the lower seam layout. 

3.2.11 - Simultaneous Mining of Both Seams 

Up to this point it has been assumed that the upper 

seam is completely mined out before work begins in the 

lower one. At times it is desirable to begin work in the 

lower seam while the upper seam is still active and this 

poses the additional problem of coordination of 

extraction in both horizons. Experience has shown that 

the relative location of the two faces influences the 

stability on both levels (Stemple, 1956). Migration of 

the pressure arch abutment zones with face advance in the 

upper seam can create a moving zone of high stress in the 

lower seam. If pillaring is in progress in the upper 

seam, the impact of roof falls can cause lower seam 
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entries to cave. on the other hand, pillar removal below 

active upper seam entries can cause subsidence which will 

loosen upper seam roof supports. 

The goal of coordination should be to minimize the 

overall deleterious effects to both operations. Good 

results have been obtained by keeping the faces parallel 

with work in the lower seam directly below or 100 to 150 

feet behind that above (Stemple, 1956). 

The rational for this is illustrated in figure 25. 

Hudock (1982) found that the highly stressed zone of the 

pressure arch makes and angle of approximately 45 degree~ 

with the plane of the entry so the location of the 

stressed zone at a given distance below the upper seam 

can be determined from trigonometry. If the lower 

working face is on either side of this point conditions 

should be good. If it falls within the zone of high 

stress, however, problems can be expected. The lower 

face should not lag too far behind the upper, especially 

when pillars are being robbed. In this case it could 

fall under the second arch abutment or could be directly 

under the area where large falls are occurring in the 

upper seam. 

In this program, an optimum location for the lower 

seam face is suggested based on the above information. 

The ideal place for the face is either directly below the 

upper face or within the destressed zone of the upper 
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FIGURE 25. Location of the high stress zone below a 
working face in the upper seam. The lower face should be 
at least D feet behind the upper one in order to remain 
in the destressed area inside the pressure arch. 
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seam pressure arch. 



IV - CASE STUDIES 

The following examples illustrate the application of 

the design program in the prediction of ground control 

problems. 

Case #1 - Mining Under Remnant Pillars: 

In the first example (Su, et al., 1984), roof 

control became a problem when lower seam mining 

progressed to a point directly below a row of bleeder 

pillars left in the upper seam (figure 26). At this 

point the roof began to crack and fail. At other 

locations where the upper seam was completely mined out, 

no difficulties were encountered. Pillar stability was 

never a problem. 

The overburden in this case was 300 feet thick. The 

upper seam, the Cedar Grove, was 54 inches thick while 

the mining height in the lower No. 2 Gas seam was 50 

inches. Innerburden averaged 80 feet thick and consisted 

of shale, sandy shale and sandstone with 40 feet of shale 

directly overlying the lower seam. Pillars in both seams 

were 20 by 50 feet and entries were 20 feet wide. 

Su, et al. back analyzed this case study using 

finite element analysis and determined what they felt to 

be insitu values for some of the rock properties while 

70 
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FIGURE 26. Location of roof control problems 
below remnant pillars left in the upper seam gob. 
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others were determined in the lab. These values are 

listed in table 4 and were used in the stability 

analysis. 

output data from the program projected that the roof 

should have been expected to fail. The factor of safety 

against shear was 0.94 and the most likely failure 

orientation was vertical. Suggested pillar dimensions 

for a safety factor of 1.5 were approximately 50 feet 

square. The actual dimensions were fairly close to this 

value so the existing pillars could be expected to be 

stable. 

Case #2 - Mining Under Arch Abutments: 

In this example (Stemple, 1956), the upper 

Taggart seam is 52 inches thick and the lower Marker seam 

is 39 inches thick. They are separated by 35 feet of 

innerburden consisting of 95 percent sandstone. The 

lower seam roof is sandstone while the floor is a firm 

shale. The overburden in this area was approximately 

1500 feet thick and consisted of alternating sandstones 

and shales. 

The upper seam was mined by the room and pillar 

method. Pillars were robbed in some areas but large 

blocks of coal were left in others. Ground control 

became a problem when work in the lower seam passed below 



Material 

Sandstone 
Sandy Shale 
Shale 
Coal 

* Lab Values 

TABLE 4 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN EXAMPLE CASE STUDIES 
(SU, ET AL., 1984) 

Young's+ Compressive* Tensile* 
Modulus Poisson's+ Strength Strength Phi* 

(psi) Ratio (psi) (psi) (degrees) 
- -- -- --

13.9x105 0.17 4668 585 42 
11.1x105 0.30 4917 832 --
3.47x10 5 0.25 4222 435 36 
2.oox105 0.30 1972 119 37 

+ Estimated field values from finite element analysis 

Density* 
(pcf) 
--

160 --.:) w 
160 
160 

90 
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pressure arch abutments located on these blocks of coal 

and 200 feet into the gob parallel to the blocks (figure 

27). The lower seam was also mined by room and pillar 

using 20 to 25 foot rooms and 25 by 80 foot pillars. 

The excess weight created by the arch abutments 

caused pillars in the lower seam to bump and eventually 

crush. Pillar failure caused the roof to cave at times 

but at no point was there roof failure without pillar 

crushing. 

No values for material properties were given in this 

example so those supplied in the previous one were again 

used. The program predicted a maximum lower seam stress 

of 2500 psi. These high stress areas were located under 

the pillar edges and 285 feet into the gob. The roof 

safety factor was 1.21 and suggested pillar sizes for a 

safety factor of 1.5 were 76 feet square for the area of 

high stress and 55 feet square elsewhere. 

Because the size of the actual pillars was 

considerably less than that required under the high load, 

pillar stability problems could have been expected. Under 

average stress conditions, the required pillar dimension 

was reduced to 55 feet square, much closer to the size 

used. Since the value required by the program also 

included a safety factor of 1.5, the actual pillars could 

be expected to be stable in this case. The program also 

indicated that the massive sandstone roof would be 



FIGURE 27. Zones 
below upper seam 
(Stemple, 1956) 
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marginally stable which it was. In all instances, roof 

failure was a secondary result of pillar crushing. 

Case #3 - Floor Stability 

This mine is located in McDowell County, West 

Virginia and is an example of both seams being mined 

simultaneously {Stemple, 1956). The upper seam is the 

Pocahontas No. 4 and the lower is the Pocahontas No. 3. 

They are 78 and 68 inches thick respectively. Overburden 

is 800 feet thick while the innerburden is 60 feet and 

consists of shale and sandy shale with an inconsistant 20 

to 30 foot sandstone bed. The immediate roof of the 

lower seam is 3 feet of weak shale overlain by a stronger 

shale. The floor is fireclay which decomposes when wet. 

Work in the upper seam is kept slightly ahead of 

that in the lower. Bad roof conditions in the upper seam 

prevented even recovery and large pillars and rows of 

chain pillars were left at some locations. When the 

lower seam was mined under these pillars, excess weight 

was encountered. This weight caused the roof to break 

and fall, the ribs to slough and the floor to heave. 

Again, the material properties were taken from case 

#1. In addition, a compressive strength of the fireclay 

floor of 500 psi was used along with a safety factor of 

2.0. The program was run modeling the load as stress 
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under an arch abutment. The results indicated that the 

floor would heave slightly. Bearing capacity was 

calculated to be 2000 psi while the bearing load was 1158 

psi. By comparing the two values it can be seen that the 

required safety factor is not achieved. 

Roof and pillar stability were also examined. The 

roof was found to be unstable with a safety factor of 

0.88 and the required pillar size of 106 feet square was 

considerably larger than that used also suggesting the 

possibility of failure. 



V - CONCLUSIONS 

Based on this research a number of conclusions can 

be drawn. 

1) Mining at distances of less than 110 feet below 

a previously mined seam can produce serious 

ground control problems. 

2) These problems are a result of interaction 

effects from the superjacent seam. 

3) The interaction effects produce areas of very 

high load in the lower seam and this load can 

cause failure of the roof, floor and pillars. 

4) The current state of the art in ground control 

provides design criteria which can be used with 

at least a moderate degree of confidence to 

predict the occurrence of problems and suggest 

lower seam layouts and support configurations 

which will minimize these problems. 

5) These design criteria have been assembled on a 

microcomputer in a manner which is simple to 

implement. This program, employing interactive, 

menu-driven data entry, clearly outlines a 

framework for data collection and brings the 

current technology to the fingertips of the 

user. 

6) Because of the difficulty of accurately 
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determining the insitu values of most rock 

properties it is important to be able to 

estimate the influence of a variation in a 

particular input parameter on program results. 

The menu oriented input routine permits 

sensitivity analyses for all of the input 

variables to be make quickly and efficiently. 



VI - RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the interest of furthering the aims of this 

research the following recommendations are offered: 

1) The algorithms should be retested and updated as 

additional field data become available. A good source of 

this data would be from long term contact with program 

users. 

2) Begin developing a data base for insitu material 

properties. These could also be obtained from users who, 

through application of the program, have found values 

which best relate the algorithms to actual field 

conditions. If a data base of sufficient size is 

available, it could provide firm guidelines for future 

selection of material properties. 

3) Begin developing a data base for roof 

characterization factor interpretation. This could be 

done in association with recommendation 2 and could 

significantly reduce the amount of experience required by 

a user before accurate estimates of the influence of 

jointing on roof stability could be made. 

4) Additional modes of roof failure should be 

examined. The current program looks at the potential for 

massive shear failure. The possibility for beam or 

cutter type failures could also be included. 

5) The addition of some contouring routines would 
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be very helpful. These could include contours of stress 

concentrations, roof stability and floor stability. 

These results should be reproducible on a plotter or 

color printer. 

6) The ability to interface this package with some 

of the other available mine design programs seems 

attractive. The GEOSTAT package could be used to 

consider the quality of the coal in an interactive area 

when determining whether mining is feasible or not while 

the FRAPS package could be used to evaluate the effect of 

poor ground control conditions on productivity. 
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USERS GUIDE 

1 - Required Equipment 

Before you can run U-SEAMS you will need the 
following equipment: 

1) An IBM-PC or compatible computer with at least 
64K of RAM 

2) An IBM BASIC interpreter (BASICA) 
3) A color monitor and color graphics card 
4) 2 floppy disk drives or 1 floppy and 1 hard 

drive 
5) A dot matrix printer is recommended but not 

required. 
The program can be run with a monochrome monitor if all 
of the COLOR commands are modified. This is a fairly big 
job and should not be attempted by unless you are 
comfortable with programming in BASIC. 

2 - Preparing the Working Diskette 

You will need: 
1) The original U-SEAMS diskette 
2) Your original DOS diskette 
3) 2 blank diskettes (unless you have a hard disk). 

Place the DOS diskette in drive A and reboot the 
system by pressing CNTL, ALT and DEL at the same time. 
After entering the date and time you should then see the 
A> prompt on the screen. 

2.1 - If You Have Two Floppy Drives 

1) Make sure the DOS diskette is in drive A. 

2) Label a blank diskette "U-SEAMS working copy" and 
insert it in drive B. Type the command: 

FORMAT B:/S 

to create a bootable diskette. 

3) When the disk is formatted type the commands: 
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COPY BASICA.COM B: 

COPY GRAPHICS.COMB: 

Now remove the diskette from drive B. 

4) Label a second blank diskette "U-SEAMS data" and 
insert it in drive B. Type the command: 

FORMAT B: 

5) When the disk is formatted remove the DOS diskette 
from drive A and replace it with the U-SEAMS program 
diskette you received with this package. This is the 
original diskette, not the one you created in steps 2 
and 3. 

6) Enter the commands: 

COPY INPUT.BAS B: 

COPY U-SEAMS.BAS B: 

COPY AUTOEXEC.BAT B: 

COPY *.SCR B: 

Remove the diskette from drive Band replace it with 
the "data" diskette. Enter the command: 

COPY EXAMPLE.DAT B: 

Remove the diskette from drive A and reinsert the 
"U-SEAMS working copy" diskette. You are now ready 
to run the program. 

2.2 - If You Have A Hard Disk 

1) Make sure drive C is the default drive. Do this by 
entering the command: 

C: 

2) Now create a directory for U-SEAMS on the hard disk 
by entering the command: 

MD\USEAMS 

3) Make this the current directory by entering the 
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command: 

CD\USEAMS 

4) Insert the U-SEAMS program diskette in drive A. 

5) 

Enter the commands: 

COPY A:INPUTH.BAS 

COPY A:USEAMSH.BAS 

COPY A:EXAMPLE.DAT 

COPY A:USEAMSH.BAT 

COPY A:*.SCR 

RENAME USEAMSH.BAT USEAMS.BAT 

Remove the diskette from drive A and insert your 
original DOS diskette. Enter the commands: 

COPY A:BASICA.COM 

COPY A:GRAPHICS.COM 

Remove the diskette from drive A. You are now ready 
to run U-SEAMS. 

3 - Using the Program 

The program is very simple to use. This section, if 
followed step by step will take you all the way through 
the program. 

1) If you are using a floppy disk system make sure the 
program disk is in drive A and the data disk is in 
drive B. Set the default drive to A. 

If you are using a hard disk set the default drive to 
c and the default directory to USEAMS. 

2) Run the program by typing USEAMS. This will invoke a 
batch file which loads GRAPHICS.COM and BASICA.COM 
and loads and runs the editor INPUT.BAS. 

3) At this point you should see the main menu. You have 
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several options: 

1. EDIT a file 
2. SAVE the file on disk 
3. QUIT the edit session 
4. Go directly to the title menu. 
5. RUN the computational module 

* To create a data file type 1 and press return. 
You will then be prompted for a file name and the 
program will append the extension 11 .dat" to the name 
you select. 

* You should now see the Title Menu. Enter the title 
you wish to give to the run. If you make a mistake 
use the left and right arrow keys on the numeric 
keypad to move the cursor to the letter you want to 
change and type the correction. 

* Now move to the option field. To do this, press the 
down arrow on the keypad once and the cursor will 
move to the correct field. Enter your choice. 

* To move to the next menu press "Pg Dn." 
values just as you did before. You can 
data in any order which you choose. If 
know one of the values now, skip it and 
later. 

Fill in the 
enter the 
you don't 
come back 

* When you have filled in all of the data that you know 
at this time, return to the main menu by pressing the 
"Home" key. 

* Enter a 2 and press return and the data file which 
you have created will be saved on the data disk in 
drive B. You can modify this file at a later time by 
choosing option 1 from the main menu and sp~cifying 
the correct file name. 

* To run the analysis choose option 5 from the main 
menu. The program will run and display the results 
in a series of tables. To move from table to table 
use the "Pg Up" and Pg Dn" keys. These tables as 
well as the input menus can be printed at any time 
by pressing "Shift" and "PrtSc" simultaneously. 

* When you are finished with the output data press the 
"Home" key to return to the main menu. You can then 
make another run with a different data set or exit 
from the program if you are done. 
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4 - Guidelines for Data Collection 

It will take a certain amount of experience before 
you determine what values of the material properties make 
the program fit your field conditions. Back analysis of 
several known cases should give you a reasonable idea of 
what these values are. To get started you might want to 
begin with the data listed in table 4 of chapter III. 
The modulus values of the rock are considerably less that 
those commonly used in the lab. It is believed that 
these values more closely approximate actual field 
conditions. 

The program is more sensitive to changes in some 
variables than it is to others. Varying the cohesive 
strength of the roof rock can significantly alter the 
predicted safety factor while the angle of internal 
friction has a much smaller effect. Similarly, floor 
stability is quite sensitive to compressive strength. 
It may be useful to examine the influence of variations 
in each of the input parameters using the example data 
set provided (EXAMPLE). Sensitivity analyses for each 
variable can be run is a matter of a few minutes and the 
information gained can help to define which variables are 
most critical for your application. 



A -z, O - 9 

left/right arrow 

up/down arrows 

Pg Up/Pg Dn 

Home 

Shift+ Prtsc 

Return 
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summary of Key Functions 

Function 

data entry into fields, program 
control from main menu 

move from side to side within a 
data field 

tab from field to field within a 
single menu 

move from menu to menu 

return to main menu 

print a copy of the screen 

enter data at selected prompts 

All other keys are disabled while the program is 
running. 



APPENDIX 

PROGRAM LISTING 

91 
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1 
2 '*********************** INPUT MODULE************** 
*************** 
3 
10 DIM LAYNUM$(10),RTHK$(10),RDEN$(10),RMOD$(10),RTEN$( 
10) 
20 DIM SSBED.NUM$(10),SSTHK$(10),SSDIST$(10) 
30 DIM JNUM$(10),JDIR$(10),JDIP$(10),DIP.DIR$(10),JSPAC 
E$(10) 
35 DIM FLR.THICK(lO),FLR.DEN(lO),FLR.COMP(lO),FLR.PHI(l 
O),FLR.TEN(lO),FLR.SHEAR(lO) 
40 DIM ENT$(50),CMIN%(50),CMAX%(50) 
50 COMMON USEAM$,OVERB$,AV.OVER.DEN$,TOPHT$,PLENGTH$,PW 
IDTH$,NUM.ROOF.LAY$,BULFAC$,PSTRIKE$ 
60 COMMON LAYNUM$(),RTHK$(),RDEN$(),RMOD$(),RTEN$() 
70 COMMON INERB$,NBEDS$,PCT.SS$,NUM.SSBEDS$,INERB.YM0D$ 
80 COMMON SSBED.NUM$(),SSTHK$() ,SSDIST$() 
85 COMMON LSEAM$,BOTHT$,KFAC$,NUM.JNTS$,0PENING.WIDTH$, 
DIRECTION$,SAFE.DESIGN$,NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$,FL00R.SAFETY. 
FACTOR$ 
90 COMMON JNUM$(),JDIR$(),JDIP$(),DIP.DIR$(),JSPACE$ 
91 COMMON FLR.THICK(),FLR.DEN(),FLR.COMP(),FLR.PHI(),FL 
R.TEN(),FLR.SHEAR() 
95 COLOR 6,0:CLS 
99 GOTO 200 
100 LOCATE 2,35:PRINT "Instructions" 
101 LOCATE 5:PRINT "U-SEAM is a fully interactive compu 
ter program which will predict the" 
102 PRINT "problems which may be encountered under vari 
ous multi-seam mining conditions." 
103 PRINT "At the present stage the program is limited 
to the evaluation of conditions" 
104 PRINT "while mining under a previously worked outs 
earn. The two major conditions" 
105 PRINT "which are considered are mining under an iso 
lated remnant pillar and mining" 
106 PRINT "under a solid/gob interface. 
107 PRINT:PRINT "The U-SEAM package contains two separa 
te programs. The first is an" 
108 PRINT "editor which is used to create input files. 

It can also be used to modify" 
109 PRINT "an existing file. The editor is fully inter 
active and data is entered in 11 

110 PRINT "fields in each menu. The cursor can be move 
d using the arrow keys on the" 
111 PRINT "numeric key pad. You can move from menu to 
menu using the PG UP and PG ON" 
112 PRINT "keys. You can return to the main menu at an 
y time by holding the CNTL key and" 
113 PRINT "pressing END. From the main menu you can pa 
ge directly to any other menu," 
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114 PRINT "save the file you are editing or QUIT your e 
dit session and save the file as" 
115 PRINT "it was before you began the current session. 
II 

116 LOCATE 23:PRINT "Press PG DN to continue. 
117 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(1052) 
118 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 118 
119 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) :IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 126 ELSE 118 
126 CLS:LOCATE 2:PRINT "The second part of the program 
is the computational segment. This part" 
127 PRINT "actually performs the calculations and print 
s the output. You will be prompted" 
128 PRINT "for any additional information which the pro 
gram needs. If at any time you" 
129 PRINT "have a question about what to do next, pleas 
e consult the users guide." 
130 LOCATE 23:PRINT "Press PG DN to continue" 
131 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 131 
132 I$=RIGHT$(I$,1) :IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 200 ELSE 131 
200 KEY OFF:US.FLAG=O:TSRM.FLG=O:IN.FLAG=O:ISM.FAC=O:LS 
M.FAC=O:RJM.FAC=O:TM.FLAG=O 
210 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,25:PRINT "Main Menu" 
220 LOCATE 4:PRINT "From here you can:" 
230 PRINT: PRINT 11 1. Edit a file" 
240 PRINT 11 2. save a file being edited" 
250 PRINT 11 3. Quit the edit session" 
260 PRINT" 4. Go directly to Title Menu" 
270 PRINT 11 5. Run U-SEAM" 
330 LOCATE 23:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Enter your choice and pr 
ess RETURN: ";:LOCATE ,38:INPUT "",CHOICE 
335 IF CHOICE<l OR CHOICE>5 THEN 500 
340 IF CHOICE=l THEN GOSUB 10000 
350 IF CHOICE=2 AND EDIT.FLAG=! THEN GOSUB 10650 
360 IF CHOICE=3 AND EDIT.FLAG=! THEN GOSUB 10860 
365 IF CHOICE=3 AND EDIT.FLAG<>l THEN KEY ON:CLS:END 
370 IF CHOICE=4 AND EDIT.FLAG=! THEN 590 
375 IF CHOICE=5 THEN GOSUB 10910 
380 LOCATE 20:COLOR 7,0:PRINT "You must first open a fi 
le through the editor. 11 :GOTO 330 
500 BEEP:LOCATE 22:COLOR 7,0:PRINT CHOICE "is not a val 
id entry. Please try again. 11 :COLOR 6,0:GOTO 330 
590 '************************** Title Menu************ 
************************** 
598 ON ERROR GOTO O: 
600 ENT$(10)=TITLE$:ENT$(13)=0PT$:ENT$(17)=CONCUR$ 
610 IF ENT$(10)="" THEN ENT$(10)=SPACE$(40) 
612 IF ENT$(13)= 1111 THEN ENT$(13)=SPACE$(1) 
614 IF ENT$(17)= 1111 THEN ENT$(17)=SPACE$(1) 
620 CMIN%(10)=21:CMAX%(10)=60:CMIN%(13)=34:CMAX%(13)=34 
:CMIN%(17)=45:CMAX%(17)=45 
630 COLOR 6,0,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,35,0:PRINT "Title Menu":PR 
INT '**Main Menu** 
640 LOCATE 10:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Name of mine site: 11 ;:C 
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OLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(40) :LOCATE 10,21:PRINT ENT$(10) :P 
RINT:PRINT 
650 COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Analysis option (enter 1 or 2): " 
;:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(1):LOCATE 13,34:PRINT ENT$(13) 
660 COLOR 6,0:PRINT" 1 = mine under remnant pillar" 
670 PRINT" 2 = mine under solid/gob interfa 
ce" 
672 LOCATE 17:PRINT "Is upper seam currently being mine 
d (Y/N)? 11 ;:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE ,45:PRINT SPACE$(1) ;:LOCATE 

,45:PRINT ENT$(17) 
680 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Clear keyboar 
d buffer 
690 R%=10:C%=21:LOCATE R%,C%,l:COLOR 1,7 
700 I$=INKEY$: IF I$= 1111 THEN 700 'Read entry on 
e character at a time 
710 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 770 'Special funct 
ion key was pressed 
720 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 700 'An undisplaya 
ble character was sent 
730 PRINT I$ 'A displayable 

character was sent 
740 C%=C%+1 
750 IF C%<CMAX%(R%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%= 
C%-l:C%=C%-l 
760 MID$(ENT$(R%),CI%+l-CMIN%(R%),l)=I$:GOT0 700 
770 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 'Find code o 
f special key 
780 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 790 ELSE 800 
790 IF R%=10 THEN R%=13:C%=34:LOCATE 
792 IF R%=13 THEN R%=17:C%=45:LOCATE 
E BEEP:GOTO 700 
800 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 810 ELSE 820 
t 

•cursor down 
R%,C%:GOTO 700 
R%,C%:GOTO 700 ELS 

'Cursor righ 

810 IF C%<CMAX%(R%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 700 
ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 700 
820 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 830 ELSE 840 •cursor left 
830 IF C%>CMIN%(R%) THEN C%=C%-l:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 700 
ELSE BEEP:GOTO 700 
840 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 850 ELSE 860 'Cursor up 
850 IF R%=13 THEN R%=10:C%=21:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 700 
852 IF R%=17 THEN R%=13:C%=34:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 700 ELS 
E BEEP:GOTO 700 
860 TITLE$=ENT$(10) :OPT$=ENT$(13):CONCUR$=ENT$(17) 
870 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 210 
875 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 
n menu 
880 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 890 ELSE 700 
Page down 

'Home to mai 

890 IF OPT$="1 11 THEN 900 ELSE 7000 'Choose corr 
ect upper seam menu 
900 '********************** Upper Seam Menu*********** 
********************** 
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920 ENT$(5)=USEAM$:ENT$(7)=0VERB$:ENT$(9)=AV.OVER.DEN$: 
ENT$(ll)=TOPHT$:ENT$(17)=PLENGTH$:ENT$(19)=PWIDTH$:ENT$ 
(13)=NUM.ROOF.LAY$:ENT$(15)=BULFAC$:ENT$(2l)=RECOV.TOP$ 
921 IF ENT$(5)="" THEN ENT$(5)=SPACE$(20) 
922 IF ENT$(21)="" THEN ENT$(2l)=SPACE$(3) 
923 FOR I=3 TO 19 STEP 2 
924 IF ENT$(I)="" THEN ENT$(I)=SPACE$(5) 
925 NEXT I 
940 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,34:PRINT "Upper Seam Menu" 
950 LOCATE 5:PRINT "Name of upper coal seam: ";:COLOR 
1,7:LOCATE 5,31:PRINT SPACE$(20):LOCATE 5,31:PRINT ENT$ 
(5) 
960 LOCATE 7:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Average overburden thickn 
ess (feet): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 7,46:PRINT SPACE$(5):L 
OCATE 7,46:PRINT ENT$(7) 
970 LOCATE 9:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Average overburden densit 
y (pcf): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 9,46:PRINT SPACE$(5):LOCA 
TE 9,46:PRINT ENT$(9) 
980 LOCATE 11:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Upper seam mining height 

(inches): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 11,46:PRINT SPACE$(5) :L 
OCATE 11,46:PRINT ENT$(11) 
990 LOCATE 13:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Number of layers in the 
immediate roof: 11 ;:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 13,46:PRINT SPACE$(5 
) :LOCATE 13,46:PRINT ENT$(13) 
1000 LOCATE 15:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Bulking factor of the r 
oof rock: 11 ;:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 15,46:PRINT SPACE$(5):LOCA 
TE 15,46:PRINT ENT$(15) 
1010 LOCATE 17:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Length of remnant pilla 
r (feet): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 17,46:PRINT SPACE$(5):LO 
CATE 17,46:PRINT ENT$(17) 
1020 LOCATE 19:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Width of remnant pillar 

(feet): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 19,46:PRINT SPACE$(5):LOC 
ATE 19,46:PRINT ENT$(19) 
1030 LOCATE 21:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Average percent coal re 
covery: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 21,48:PRINT SPACE$(3):LOCA 
TE 21,48:PRINT ENT$(21) 
1040 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Clear keyb 
oard buffer 
1050 LOCATE 5,31 
1060 CMAX%=50:R%=5:C%=31 'Initialize 

row,col,max-col 
1070 CMIN%(5)=31:CMIN%(7)=46:CMIN%(9)=46:CMIN%(11)=46:C 
MIN%(13)=46:CMIN%(15)=46:CMIN%(21)=48:CMIN%(17)=46:CMIN 
%(19)=46 
1080 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 1080 'Read entry 

one character at a time 
1090 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 1150 'Special fu 
nction key was pressed 
1100 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 1080 'An undispl 
ayable character was sent 
1110 PRINT I$ 
1120 C%=C%+1 
1130 IF C%<CMAX%+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-1 
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ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI% 
=C%-l:C%=C%-l 
1140 MID$(ENT$(R%),CI%+l-CMIN%(R%),1)=I$: GOTO 1080 
1150 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
1160 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 1170 ELSE 1180 'Cursor do 
wn 
1170 IF R%<21 THEN R%=R%+2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%) :C%=CMIN% 
(R%) :GOTO 1080 ELSE BEEP:GOTO 1080 
1180 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 1190 ELSE 1200 'Cursor ri 
ght 
1190 IF C%<CMAX% THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 1080 EL 
SE BEEP:LOCATE R%,CMAX%:GOTO 1080 
1200 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 1210 ELSE 1220 'Cursor le 
ft 
1210 IF C%>CMIN%(R%) THEN C%=C%-1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 108 
0 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%):GOTO 1080 
1220 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 1230 ELSE 1240 'Cursor up 
1230 IF R%>5 THEN R%=R%-2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%) :C%=CMIN%( 
R%):GOTO 1080 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE 7,CMIN%(7) :GOTO 1080 
1240 USEAM$=ENT$(5):0VERB$=ENT$(7) :AV.OVER.DEN$=ENT$(9) 
:TOPHT$=ENT$(11) :PLENGTH$=ENT$(17) :PWIDTH$=ENT$(19):REC 
OV.TOP$=ENT$(21) :NUM.ROOF.LAY$=ENT$(13):BULFAC$=ENT$(15 
) 
1245 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home to ma 
in menu 
1250 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 1260 ELSE 1270 'Page up 
1260 GOTO 590 
1270 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 1271 ELSE 1080 'Page down 
1271 IF VAL(NUM.ROOF.LAY$)=0 THEN 2000 ELSE 1301 
1300 '********************* Upper Seam Roof Menu****** 
************************ 
1301 NUM.ROOF.LAY=VAL(NUM.ROOF.LAY$) 
1400 N=l:COLOR 6,0:CLS 
1410 FOR I=l TO 5*NUM.ROOF.LAY - 4 STEP 5 
1420 ENT$(I)=LAYNUM$(N) :IF VAL(ENT$(I))=O THEN 1425 ELS 
E 1440 
1425 IF I=l THEN ENT$(I)= 111 11 :GOTO 1440 
1430 ENT=VAL(ENT$(I-5))+1:ENT$(I)=STR$(ENT) :CMIN%(I)=l6 
:CMAX%(I)=l7 
1440 ENT$(I+l)=RTHK$(N) :CMIN%(I+1)=26:CMAX%(I+l)=30:IF 
VAL(ENT$(I+l))=O THEN ENT$(I+l)=SPACE$(5) 
1450 ENT$(I+2)=RDEN$(N):CMIN%(I+2)=38:CMAX%(I+2)=42:IF 
VAL(ENT$(I+2))=0 THEN ENT$(I+2)=SPACE$(5) 
1460 ENT$(I+3)=RMOD$(N) :CMIN%(I+3)=49:CMAX%(I+3)=53:IF 
VAL(ENT$(I+3))=0 THEN ENT$(I+3)=SPACE$(5) 
1470 ENT$(I+4)=RTEN$(N) :CMIN%(I+4)=60:CMAX%(I+4)=64:IF 
VAL(ENT$(I+4))=0 THEN ENT$(I+4)=SPACE$(5) 
1480 N=N+l 
1490 NEXT I 
1510 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,31:PRINT "Upper Seam Roof M 
enu" 
1520 LOCATE 4,14:PRINT II Layer Rock 

Young's Tensile" 
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1530 LOCATE 5,14:PRINT "Layer Thickness Density 
Modulus Strength" 

1540 LOCATE 6,14:PRINT "Number (feet) (psi) 
(psi) (psi) 

1550 COLOR.FLG=O:R%=8 
1560 FOR I=l TO 5*NUM.ROOF.LAY-4 STEP 5 
1570 R%=R%+1 
1580 IF COLOR.FLG=O THEN COLOR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7:GOTO 160 
0 
1590 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 
1600 LOCATE R%,16:PRINT SPACE$(2):LOCATE R%,16:PRINT EN 
T$(I) :LOCATE R%,26:PRINT SPACE$(5) :LOCATE R%,26:PRINT E 
NT$(I+l):LOCATE R%,38:PRINT SPACE$(5):LOCATE R%,38:PRIN 
T ENT$(I+2):LOCATE R%,49:PRINT SPACE$(5) :LOCATE R%,49:P 
RINT ENT$(I+3) 
1610 LOCATE R%,60:PRINT SPACE$(5) :LOCATE R%,60:PRINT EN 
T$(I+4) 
1620 NEXT I 
1630 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Cle 
ar keyboard buffer 
1640 R%=9:C%=26:B%=1:E%=2:LOCATE R%,C%:COLOR 1,7:COLOR. 
FLG=l 
1650 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 1650 'Rea 
d keystroke 
1660 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 1720 'Spe 
cial key was pressed 
1670 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 1650 'Non 
-displayable character 
1680 PRINT I$ 
1690 C%=C%+1 
1700 IF C%<CMAX%(E%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%=C 
%-l:C%=C%-l 
1710 MID$(ENT$(E%),CI%+l-CMIN%(E%),1)=I$:GOTO 1650 
1720 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 'Fin 
d which key was pressed 
1730 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 1740 ELSE 1780 'Cur 
sor down 
1740 IF E%<5*NUM.ROOF.LAY THEN 1750 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R% 
,C%:GOTO 1650 
1750 IF E%=B%+1 OR E%=B%+2 OR E%=B%+3 THEN E%=E%+1:C%=C 
MIN%(E%) :LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 1650 ELSE E%=E%+2:C%=CMIN%(E 
%):R%=R%+1:B%=B%+5:LOCATE R%,C% 
1760 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 ELSE COL 
OR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7 
1770 GOTO 1650 
1780 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 1790 ELSE 1800 'Cur 
sor right 
1790 IF C%<CMAX%(E%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 165 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, C%: GO 
TO 1650 
1800 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 1810 ELSE 1820 'Cur 
sor left 
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1810 IF C%>CMIN%(E%) THEN C%=C%-l:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 165 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, C%: GO 
TO 1650 
1820 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 1830 ELSE 1870 'Cur 
sor up 
1830 IF E%>2 THEN 1840 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 1650 
1840 IF E%=B%+2 OR E%=B%+3 OR E%=B%+4 THEN E%=E%-l:C%=C 
MIN%(E%):LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 1650 ELSE E%=E%-2:C%=CMIN%(E 
%):B%=B%-5:R%=R%-l:LOCATE R%,C% 
1850 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 ELSE COL 
OR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7 
1860 GOTO 1650 
1870 N=l 
1880 FOR I=l TO 5*NUM.ROOF.LAY-4 STEP 5 
1890 LAYNUM$(N)=ENT$(I) 
1900 RTHK$(N)=ENT$(I+l) 
1910 RDEN$(N)=ENT$(I+2) 
1920 RMOD$(N)=ENT$(I+3) 
1930 RTEN$(N)=ENT$(I+4) 
1940 N=N+l 
1950 NEXT I 
1955 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home to ma 
in menu 
1960 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 900 1 Pa 
ge up 
1980 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 2020 ELSE 1650 1 Pa 
ge down 
2000 '************************** Innerburden Menu***** 
************************ 
2020 ENT$(5)=INERB$:ENT$(7)= NBEDS$:ENT$(9)=PCT.SS$:ENT 
$(ll)=NUM.SSBEDS$:ENT$(l3)=INERB.YMOD$ 
2021 FOR I=5 TO 13 STEP 2 
2022 IF VAL(ENT$(I))=O THEN ENT$(I)=SPACE$(6) 
2023 NEXT I 
2040 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,33:PRINT "Innerburden Menu" 
2050 LOCATE 5:PRINT "Average innerburden thickness (fee 
t): ";:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(6) :LOCATE 5,47:PR 
INT ENT$(5) 
2060 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 7:PRINT "Number of beds in the in 
nerburden: ";:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(6) :LOCA 
TE 7,47:PRINT ENT$(7) 
2070 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 9:PRINT "Percent hardrock in the 
innerburden: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE ,47:PRINT SPAC 
E$(6):LOCATE 9,47:PRINT ENT$(9) 
2080 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 11 :PRINT "Number of sandstone be 
ds in the innerburden: ";:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(6) :LO 
CATE 11,47:PRINT ENT$(11) 
2085 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 13:PRINT "Young's modulus of the 
innerburden rock (psi): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE ,47:PRINT 
SPACE$(6) ;:LOCATE ,47:PRINT ENT$(13) 
2090 CMAX%(5)=52:CMIN%(5)=47:CMAX%(7)=52:CMIN%(7)=47:CM 
AX%(9)=52:CMIN%(9)=47:CMAX%(11)=52:CMIN%(11)=47:CMAX%(1 
3)=52:CMIN%(13)=47 
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2100 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Clear 
keyboard buffer 
2110 R%=5:C%=47:LOCATE R%,C% 
2120 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 2120 
2130 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 2190 
2140 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 2120 
2150 PRINT I$ 
2160 C%=C%+1 
2170 IF C%<CMAX%(R%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%= 
C%-l:C%=C%-l 
2180 MID$(ENT$(R%),CI%+1-CMIN%(R%),l)=I$:GOTO 2120 
2190 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
2200 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 2210 ELSE 2220 'Cursor 

down 
2210 IF R%<13 THEN R%=R%+2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%):C%=CMIN% 
(R%) :GOTO 2120 ELSE BEEP: GOTO 2120 
2220 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 2230 ELSE 2240 'Cursor 

right 
2230 IF C%<CMAX%(R%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 212 
O ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, CMAX% 
(R%):GOTO 2120 
2240 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 2250 ELSE 2260 •cursor 

left 
2250 IF C%>CMIN%(R%) THEN C%=C%-l:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 212 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, CMIN% 
(R%):GOTO 2120 
2260 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 2270 ELSE 2280 'Cursor 

up 
2270 IF R%>5 THEN R%=R%-2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%) :C%=CMIN%( 
R%) :GOTO 2120 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE 5,CMIN%( 
5):GOTO 2120 
2280 INERB$=ENT$(5):NBEDS$=ENT$(7):PCT.SS$=ENT$(9):NUM. 
SSBEDS$=ENT$(11) :INERB.YMOO$=ENT$(13) 
2285 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home to ma 
in menu 
2290 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 2292 ELSE 2310 'Page u 
p 
2292 IF OPT$= 111 11 THEN 2295 ELSE 7000 
2295 NUM.ROOF.LAY=VAL(NUM.ROOF.LAY$) :IF NUM.ROOF.LAY=O 
THEN 900 ELSE 1300 
2310 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 2311 ELSE 2120 'Paged 
own 
2311 GOTO 3030 'IF VAL(NUM.SSBEDS$)=0 THEN 3030 ELSE 
2350 
2312 ' ***Statement was modified because sandstone menu 

not currently used 
2350 '************************ Innerburden Sandstone Me 
nu********************* 
2351 NUM.SSBEDS=VAL(NUM.SSBEDS$) 
2352 IF ISM.FAC=l THEN 2430 
2360 N=l:COLOR 6,0:CLS 
2370 FOR I=l TO 3*NUM.SSBEDS-2 STEP 3 
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2380 ENT$(I)=STR$(N):CMIN%(I)=23:CMAX%(I)=24:N=N+l 
2390 ENT$(I+l)=SPACE$(5):CMIN%(I+l)=34:CMAX%(I+l)=38 
2400 ENT$(I+2)=SPACE$(5) :CMIN%(I+2)=52:CMAX%(I+2)=56 
2410 NEXT I 
2420 GOTO 2510 
2430 N=l:COLOR 6,0:CLS 
2440 FOR I=l TO 3*NUM.SSBEDS-2 STEP 3 
2450 ENT$(I)=SSBED.NUM$(N):IF VAL(ENT$(I))=O THEN 2460 
ELSE 2470 
2460 IF I=l THEN ENT$(I)=" l":CMIN%(I)=23:CMAX%(I)=24:G 
OTO 2470 ELSE 2461 
2461 ENT=VAL(ENT$(I-3))+1:ENT$(I)=STR$(ENT) :CMIN%(I)=23 
:CMAX%(I)=24 
2470 ENT$(I+l)=SSTHK$(N):CMIN%(I+l)=34:CMAX%(I+l)=38:IF 

ENT$(I+l)="" THEN ENT$(I+l)=SPACE$(5) 
2480 ENT$(I+2)=SSDIST$(N):CMIN%(I+2)=52:CMAX%(I+2)=56:I 
F ENT$(I+2)="" THEN ENT$(I+2)=SPACE$(5) 
2490 N=N+l 
2500 NEXT I 
2510 ISM.FAC=l 
2520 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,28:PRINT "Innerburden Sands 
tone Menu" 
2530 LOCATE 5,19:PRINT " Di 
stance Above" 
2540 LOCATE 6,19:PRINT II Bed Thickness 
Lower Seam " 
2550 LOCATE 7, 19: PRINT " Number ( feet) 

( feet) " 
2560 COLOR.FLG=O:R%=8 
2570 FOR I=l TO 3*NUM.SSBEDS-2 STEP 3 
2580 R%=R%+1 
2590 IF COLOR.FLG=O THEN COLOR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7:GOTO 261 
0 
2600 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 
2610 LOCATE R%,23:PRINT SPACE$(3) :LOCATE R%,22:PRINT EN 
T$(I):LOCATE R%,34:PRINT SPACE$(5) :LOCATE R%,34:PRINT E 
NT$(I+l):LOCATE R%,52:PRINT SPACE$(5) :LOCATE R%,52:PRIN 
T ENT$(I+2) 
2620 NEXT I 
2630 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Clear 

keyboard buffer 
2640 R%=9:C%=34:B%=1:E%=2:LOCATE R%,C%:COLOR 1,7:COLOR. 
FLG=l 
2650 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 2650 'Read 
keystroke 
2660 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 2720 'A spe 
cial key was pressed 
2670 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 2660 'Nondi 
splayable character 
2680 PRINT I$ 
2690 C%=C%+1 
2700 IF C%<CMAX%(E%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%= 
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C%-l:C%=C%-l 
2710 MID$(ENT$(E%),CI%+1-CMIN%(E%),l)=I$:GOTO 2650 
2720 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 'Find 
which key was pressed 
2730 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 2740 ELSE 2780 •curso 
r down 
2740 IF E%<3*NUM.SSBEDS THEN 2750 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C 
%:GOTO 2650 
2750 IF E%=B%+1 THEN E%=E%+1:C%=CMIN%(E%):LOCATE R%,C%: 
GOTO 2650 ELSE E%=E%+2:C%=CMIN%(E%) 
:R%=R%+1:B%=B%+3:LOCATE R%,C% 
2760 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 ELSE COL 
OR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7 
2770 GOTO 2650 
2780 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 2790 ELSE 2800 

'Cursor right 
2790 IF C%<CMAX%(E%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 265 
0 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,CMAX%(E%):GOTO 2650 
2800 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 2810 ELSE 2820 'Curso 
r left 
2810 IF C%>CMIN%(E%) THEN C%=C%-l:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 265 
0 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(E%):GOTO 2650 
2820 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 2830 ELSE 2870 'Curso 
r up 
2830 IF E%>2 THEN 2840 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 2650 
2840 IF E%=B%+2 THEN E%=E%-l:C%=CMIN%(E%):LOCATE R%,C%: 
GOTO 2650 ELSE E%=E%-2:C%=CMIN%(E%) 
:B%=B%-3:R%=R%-l:LOCATE R%,C% 
2850 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 ELSE COL 
OR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7 
2860 GOTO 2650 
2870 N=l 
2880 FOR I=l TO 3*NUM.SSBEDS-2 STEP 3 
2890 SSBED.NUM$(N)=ENT$(I) 
2900 SSTHK$(N)=ENT$(I+l) 
2910 SSDIST$(N)=ENT$(I+2) 
2920 N=N+l 
2930 NEXT I 
2935 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home to ma 
in menu 
2940 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 2020 
up 
2960 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 3000 ELSE 2650 
down 

'Page 

'Page 

3000 '***********************Lower Seam Menu*********** 
*********************** 
3030 ENT$(7)=LSEAM$:ENT$(9)=BOTHT$:ENT$(ll)=OPENING.WID 
TH$:ENT$(13)=KFAC$:ENT$(15)=NUM.JNTS$:ENT$(17)=DIRECTIO 
N$:ENT$(l9)=SAFE.DESIGN$:ENT$(2l)=NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$:ENT 
$(23)=FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR$ 
3040 IF ENT$(7)="" THEN ENT$(7)=SPACE$(20) 
3050 FOR I=9 TO 23 STEP 2 
3060 IF ENT$(I)="" THEN ENT$(I)=SPACE$(5) 
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3065 CMIN%(I)=42:CMAX%(I)=46 
3070 NEXT I 
3090 CMIN%(7)=27:CMAX%(7)=46 
3100 COLOR 6,0:CLS 
3110 LOCATE 3,34:PRINT "Lower Seam Menu" 
3120 LOCATE 7:PRINT "Name of lower seam: ";:COLOR 1,7: 
LOCATE 7,27:PRINT SPACE$(20);:LOCATE 7,27:PRINT ENT$(7) 
3130 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 9:PRINT "Lower seam mining height 

(inches): ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 9,42:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:L 
OCATE 9,42:PRINT ENT$(9) 
3135 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 11:PRINT "Entry width (feet): "; 
:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 11,42:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE 11,42:P 
RINT ENT$(11) 
3140 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 13:PRINT "Coal K-factor: ";:COLO 
R 1,7:LOCATE 13,42:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE 13,42:PRINT 
ENT$(13) 
3150 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 15:PRINT "Number of joint sets in 

the roof: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 15,42:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;: 
LOCATE 15,42:PRINT ENT$(15) 
3152 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 17:PRINT "Direction of entry adva 
nee: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 17,42:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE 

17,42:PRINT ENT$(17) 
3155 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 19:PRINT "Required safety factor 
for pillar design: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 19,42:PRINT SPA 
CE$(5) ;:LOCATE 19,42:PRINT ENT$(19) 
3156 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 21:PRINT "Number of layers in the 

immediate floor: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 21,42:PRINT SPAC 
E$(5);:LOCATE 21,42:PRINT ENT$(21) 
3157 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 23:PRINT "Required safety factor 
floor design: ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 23,42:PRINT SPACE$(5 
) ;:LOCATE 23,42:PRINT ENT$(23) 
3160 DEF SEG=O:POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Clear 

keyboard buffer 
3170 R%=7:C%=27:LOCATE R%,C% 
3180 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 3180 'Read 
one character at a time 
3190 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 3250 'Speci 
al key was pressed 
3200 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 3180 'Undis 
playable character 
3210 PRINT I$ 
3220 C%=C%+1 
3230 IF C%<CMAX%(R%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%=C 
%-l:C%=C%-l 
3240 MID$(ENT$(R%),CI%+1-CMIN%(R%),l)=I$:GOTO 3180 
3250 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
3260 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 3270 ELSE 3280 'Curse 
r down 
3270 IF R%<23 THEN R%=R%+2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%) :C%=CMIN% 
(R%) :GOTO 3180 ELSE BEEP:GOTO 3180 
3280 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 3290 ELSE 3300 •curso 
r right 
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3290 IF C%<CMAX%(R%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 318 
O ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, CMAX% 
(R%) :GOTO 3180 
3300 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 3310 ELSE 3320 'Curse 
r left 
3310 IF C%>CMIN%(R%) THEN C%=C%-1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 318 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, CMIN% 
(R%):GOTO 3180 
3320 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 3330 ELSE 3340 'Curse 
r up 
3330 IF R%>7 THEN R%=R%-2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%):C%=CMIN%( 
R%):GOTO 3180 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE 7,C%:GOT 
0 3180 
3340 LSEAM$=ENT$(7):BOTHT$=ENT$(9):0PENING.WIDTH$=ENT$( 
11) :KFAC$=ENT$(13):NUM.JNTS$=ENT$(15):DIRECTION$=ENT$(1 
7):SAFE.DESIGN$=ENT$(19) 
3350 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home to ma 
in menu 
3359 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 2000 'Sandstone menu not curr 
ently used 
3360 'IF I$=CHR$(73) AND NUM.SSBEDS>O THEN 2351 

'Page up 
3370 'IF I$=CHR$(73) AND NUM.SSBEDS=O THEN 2001 
3380 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 3500 ELSE 3180 'Page 
down 
3500 '************** LOWER SEAM ROOF MENU************* 
****************** 
3510 ENT$(5)=ROOF.DEN$:ENT$(7)=PHI$:ENT$(9)=COMPRESS.ST 
RENGTH$:ENT$(1l)=SHEAR.STRENGTH$:ENT$(l3)=DEF.MOD$:ENT$ 
(15)=COHES$:ENT$(17)=SIGMA.H$ 
3511 FOR I=5 TO 17 STEP 2 
3512 IF ENT$(I)= 1111 THEN ENT$(I)=SPACE$(5):NEXT I 
3520 FOR I=5 TO 17 STEP 2 
3530 CMIN%(I)=40:CMAX%(I)=44:NEXT I 
3540 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 3,31:PRINT "Lower Seam Roof M 
enu" 
3550 LOCATE 5:PRINT "Density of immediate roof rock (pc 
f): ";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE ,4 
O:PRINT ENT$(5) 
3560 COLOR 6,0:LOCATE 7:PRINT "Angle of internal fricti 
on (degrees): ";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5); 
:LOCATE ,40:PRINT ENT$(7) 
3570 LOCATE 9:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Uniaxial compressive str 
ength (psi): ";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5);: 
LOCATE ,40:PRINT ENT$(9) 
3580 LOCATE 11:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Shear strength (psi): 
";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE ,40:PRI 
NT ENT$(11) 
3590 LOCATE 13:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Young's Modulus (psi): 

";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE ,40:PR 
INT ENT$(13) 
3600 LOCATE 15:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Cohesive strength (psi) 
: ";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOCATE ,40: 
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PRINT ENT$(15) 
3605 LOCATE 17:COLOR 6,0:PRINT "Average horizontal stre 
ss (psi): ";:LOCATE ,40:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(5) ;:LOC 
ATE ,40:PRINT ENT$(17) 
3610 DEF SEG=O:POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Clear 
keyboard buffer 
3620 R%=5:C%=40:LOCATE R%,C% 
3630 I$=INKEY$:IF I$='"' THEN 3630 'Read o 
ne character at a time 
3640 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 3700 'Specia 
1 key was pressed 
3650 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 3630 'Undisp 
layable character 
3660 PRINT I$ 
3670 C%=C%+1 
3680 IF C%<CMAX%(R%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%=C 
%-l:C%=C%-l 
3690 MID$(ENT$(R%),CI%+l-CMIN%(R%),1)=I$:GOTO 3630 
3700 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
3710 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 3720 ELSE 3730 'Cursor 

down 
3720 IF R%<17 THEN R%=R%+2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%):C%=CMIN% 
(R%) :GOTO 3630 ELSE BEEP:GOTO 3630 
3730 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 3740 ELSE 3750 'Cursor 

right 
3740 IF C%<CMAX%(R%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 363 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, C%: GO 
TO 3630 
3750 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 3760 ELSE 3770 •cursor 

left 
3760 IF C%>CMIN%(R%) THEN C%=C%-l:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 363 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, C%: GO 
TO 3630 
3770 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 3780 ELSE 3790 'Cursor 

up 
3780 IF R%>5 THEN R%=R%-2:LOCATE R%,CMIN%(R%) :C%=CMIN%( 
R%) :GOTO 3630 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C%:GO 
TO 3630 
3790 ROOF.DEN$=ENT$(5) :PHI$=ENT$(7) :COMPRESS.STRENGTH$= 
ENT$(9) :SHEAR.STRENGTH$=ENT$(11) :DEF.MOD$=ENT$(l3):COHE 
S$=ENT$(15):SIGMA.H$=ENT$(17) :NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$=ENT$(21 
) :FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR$=ENT$(23) 
3800 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home t 
o main menu 
3810 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 3030 
p 
3820 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 4010 ELSE 3060 
own 

'Page u 

'Paged 

4000 '************************ Roof Joint Menu******** 
********************** 
4010 NUM.JNTS=VAL(NUM.JNTS$):IF NUM.JNTS<>O THEN 4120 
4015 NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS=VAL(NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$) :IF NUM.FLO 
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OR.LAYERS<>O THEN 6000 ELSE 3500 
4120 N=l:COLOR 6,0:CLS 
4130 FOR I=l TO 5*NUM.JNTS-4 STEP 5 
4140 ENT$(I)=JNUM$(N):IF VAL(ENT$(I))=O THEN 4150 ELSE 
4165 
4150 IF I=l THEN ENT$(I)= 11111 :GOTO 4165 ELSE 4160 
4160 ENT=VAL(ENT$(I-5))+1:ENT$(I)=STR$(ENT) 
4165 ENT$(I+l)=JSPACE$(N):CMIN%(I+l)=l8:CMAX%(I+1)=20:I 
F ENT$(I+l)="" THEN ENT$(I+l)=SPACE$(3) 
4170 ENT$(I+2)=JDIR$(N):CMIN%(I+2)=34:CMAX%(I+2)=36:IF 
ENT$(I+2)= 1111 THEN ENT$(I+2)=SPACE$(3) 
4180 ENT$(I+3)=JDIP$(N):CMIN%(I+3)=54:CMAX%(I+3)=55:IF 
ENT$(I+3)="" THEN ENT$(I+3)=SPACE$(3) 
4190 ENT$(I+4)=DIP.DIR$(N) :CMIN%(I+4)=73:CMAX%(I+4)=74: 
IF ENT$(I+4)= 1111 THEN ENT$(I+4)=SPACE$(2) 
4200 N=N+l 
4210 NEXT I 
4220 RJM.FAC=l 
4230 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 2,31:PRINT "Roof Jointing Men 
U II 
4240 LOCATE 5:PRINT "Joint Set 
ike Dip 
4250 LOCATE 6:PRINT II Number 
60 deg) (Oto 90 deg) 
4260 COLOR.FLG=O:R%=7 

Spacing 
Dip Direction" 

(feet) 
(NE,NW,SE,SW) 

4270 FOR I=l TO 5*NUM.JNTS-4 STEP 5 
4280 R%=R%+1 

Str 

(Oto 3 

4290 IF COLOR.FLG=O THEN COLOR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7:GOTO 431 
0 
4300 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 
4310 LOCATE R%,4:PRINT SPACE$(3) :LOCATE R%,4:PRINT ENT$ 
(I) :LOCATE R%,18:PRINT SPACE$(3):LOCATE R%,18:PRINT ENT 
$(I+l) :LOCATE R%,34:PRINT SPACE$(3) :LOCATE R%,34:PRINT 
ENT$(I+2) :LOCATE R%,54:PRINT SPACE$(2):LOCATE R%,54:PRI 
NT ENT$ (I+3) 
4311 LOCATE R%,73:PRINT SPACE$(2):LOCATE R%,73:PRINT EN 
T$(I+4) 
4320 NEXT I 
4330 DEF SEG=O:POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 
r keyboard buffer 

'Clea 

4340 R%=8:C%=18:B%=1:E%=2:LOCATE R%,C%:COLOR 1,7:COLOR. 
FLG=l 
4350 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 4350 

keystroke 
4360 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 4420 
ecial key was pressed 
4370 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 4350 
isplayable character 
4380 PRINT I$ 
4390 C%=C%+1 
4400 IF C%<CMAX%(E%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%:CI%=C%-1 

'Read 

'Asp 

'Nond 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l:CI%=C 
%-l:C%=C%-1 
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4410 MID$(ENT$(E%),CI%+1-CMIN%(E%),l)=I$:GOTO 4350 
4420 I$=RIGHT$(I$,1) 'Find 

which key was pressed 
4430 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 4440 ELSE 4480 •curs 
or down 
4440 IF E%<5*NUM.JNTS THEN 4450 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C%: 
GOTO 4350 
4450 IF E%=B%+1 OR E%=B%+2 OR E%=B%+3 THEN E%=E%+1:C%=C 
MIN%(E%):LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 4350 ELSE E%=E%+2:C%=CMIN%( 
E%):R%=R%+1:B%=B%+5:LOCATE R%,C% 
4460 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 ELSE COL 
OR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7 
4470 GOTO 4350 
4480 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 4490 ELSE 4500 •curs 
or right 
4490 IF C%<CMAX%(E%) THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 435 
0 . ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, C%: GO 
TO 4350 
4500 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 4510 ELSE 4520 'Curs 
or left 
4510 IF C%>CMIN%(E%) THEN C%=C%-1:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 435 
0 ELSE BEEP: LOCATE R%, C%: GO 
TO 4350 
4520 IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 4530 ELSE 4570 'Curs 
or up 
4530 IF E%>2 THEN 4540 ELSE BEEP:LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 4350 
4540 IF E%=B%+2 OR E%=B%+3 OR E%=B%+4 THEN E%=E%-1:C%=C 
MIN%(E%):LOCATE R%,C%:GOTO 4350 ELSE E%=E%-2:C%=CMIN%( 
E%) :B%=B%-5:R%=R%-1:LOCATE R%,C% 
4550 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 ELSE COL 
OR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7 
4560 GOTO 4350 
4570 N=l 
4580 FOR I=l TO 5*NUM.JNTS-4 STEP 5 
4590 JNUM$(N)=ENT$(I) 
4595 JSPACE$(N)=ENT$(I+l) 
4600 JDIR$(N)=ENT$(I+2) 
4610 JDIP$(N)=ENT$(I+3) 
4620 DIP.DIR$(N)=ENT$(I+4) 
4621 IF DIP.DIR$(N)="ne" OR DIP.DIR$(N)="Ne" OR DIP.DIR 
$(N)="nE" THEN DIP.DIR$(N)="NE" 
4622 IF DIP.DIR$(N)="nw" OR DIP.DIR$(N)="Nw" OR DIP.DIR 
$ (N) ="nW'' THEN DIP. DIR$ (N) ="NW" 
4623 IF DIP.DIR$(N)="sw" OR DIP.DIR$(N)="Sw" OR DIP.DIR 
$(N)="sW" THEN DIP.DIR$(N)="SW 
4624 IF DIP.DIR$(N)="se" OR DIP.DIR$(N)="Se" OR DIP.DIR 
$(N)="sE" THEN DIP.DIR$(N)="SE 
4630 N=N+l 
4640 NEXT I 
4650 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 'Home to ma 
in menu 
4660 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 3500 
e up 

'Pag 
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4670 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 6000 ELSE 4350 'Pag 
e down 
6000 '**************** Lower Seam Floor Menu********** 
*************** 
6020 NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS = VAL(NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$): N=l: CO 
LOR 6,0: CLS 
6025 IF NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS = 0 THEN 4000 
6030 FOR I=l TO 7*NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS -6 STEP 7 
6040 ENT$(I)=STR$(N) 
6050 ENT$(I+l)=FLR.THICK$(N) :IF ENT$(I+l)="" THEN ENT$( 
I+l)=SPACE$(3) 
6060 ENT$(I+2)=FLR.DEN$(N) :IF ENT$(I+2)= 1111 THEN ENT$(!+ 
2)=SPACE$(3) 
6070 ENT$(I+3)=FLR.COMP$(N) :IF ENT$(I+3)= 1111 THEN ENT$(I 
+3)=SPACE$(5) 
6080 ENT$(I+4)=FLR.SHEAR$(N) :IF ENT$(I+4)= 1111 THEN ENT$( 
I+4)=SPACE$(5) 
6090 ENT$(I+5)=FLR.TEN$(N):IF ENT$(I+5)="" THEN ENT$(I+ 
5)=SPACE$(5) 
6100 ENT$(I+6)=FLR.PHI$(N) :IF ENT$(I+6)= 1111 THEN ENT$(I+ 
6)=SPACE$(3) 
6110 N=N+l 
6120 NEXT I· 
6130 LOCATE 2,30,1:PRINT "Lower Seam Floor Menu" 
6140 LOCATE 4:PRINT II Floor Layer Layer 
Compress Shear Tensile" 
6150 LOCATE 5:PRINT II Layer 
Strength Strength Strength 
6160 LOCATE 6:PRINT II Number 

(psi) (psi) (psi) 
6170 COLOR.FLG=O:R%=7 

Thickness 
Phi" 

(feet) 
(degrees) 

6180 FOR I=l TO 7*NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS-6 STEP 7 
6190 R%=R%+1 

Density 

(pcf) 

6200 IF COLOR.FLG=O THEN COLOR.FLG=l:COLOR 1,7:GOTO 622 
0 
6210 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O:COLOR 7,1 
6220 LOCATE R%,5:PRINT SPACE$(3):LOCATE R%,5:PRINT ENT$ 
(I) 
6230 LOCATE R%,15:PRINT SPACE$(3):LOCATE R%,15:PRINT EN 
T$ (I+l) 
6240 LOCATE R%,27:PRINT SPACE$(3):LOCATE R%,27:PRINT EN 
T$(I+2) 
6250 LOCATE R%,36:PRINT SPACE$(5):LOCATE R%,36:PRINT EN 
T$(I+3) 
6260 LOCATE R%,47:PRINT SPACE$(5) :LOCATE R%,47:PRINT EN 
T$(I+4) 
6270 LOCATE R%,58:PRINT SPACE$(5):LOCATE R%,58:PRINT EN 
T$(I+5) 
6280 LOCATE R%,71:PRINT SPACE$(3):LOCATE R%,71:PRINT EN 
T$(I+6) 
6290 NEXT I 
6300 FOR I=l TO 7*NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS-6 STEP 7 
6310 CMIN%(I+l)=l5:CMAX%(I+l)=l7 
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6320 CMIN%(I+2)=27:CMAX%(I+2)=29 
6330 CMIN%(I+3)=36:CMAX%(I+3)=40 
6340 CMIN%(I+4)=47:CMAX%(I+4)=51 
6350 CMIN%(I+5)=58:CMAX%(I+5)=62 
6360 CMIN%(I+6)=71:CMAX%(I+6)=73 
6370 NEXT I 
6380 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'Cleark 
eyboard buffer 
6390 R%=8: C%=15: B%=1: E%=2: LOCATE R%,C%: COLOR.FLG=l 
: COLOR 1,7 
6400 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 6400 'Read ke 
ystroke 
6410 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 6470 'A speci 
al key was pressed 
6420 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 6400 'Undispl 
ayable character 
6430 PRINT I$ 
6440 C%=C%+1 
6450 IF C%<CMAX%(E%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%: CI%=C%-l 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-l: CI%= 
C%-l: C%=C%-l 
6460 MID$(ENT$(E%),CI%+1-CMIN%(E%),l)=I$: GOTO 6400 
6470 I$=RIGHT${I$,l) 'Find wh 
ich key was pressed 
6480 IF I$=CHR${80) THEN 6490 ELSE 6530 
down 

•cursor 

6490 IF E%<7*NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS THEN 6500 ELSE BEEP: GOTO 
6400 

6500 IF E%=B%+1 OR E%=B%+2 OR E%=B%+3 OR E%=B%+4 ORE%= 
B%+5 THEN E%=E%+1: C%=CMIN%(E%): LOCATE R%,C%: GOTO 640 
O ELSE E%=E%+2: C%=CMIN%(E%): R%=R%+1: B%=B%+7: LOCATE 
R%,C% 
6510 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O: COLOR 7,1 ELSE CO 
LOR.FLG=l: COLOR 1,7 
6520 GOTO 6400 
6530 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 6540 ELSE 6550 •cursor 
right 
6540 IF 
400 
6550 
left 
6560 
400 
6570 

C%<CMAX%(E%) THEN C%=C%+1: LOCATE R%,C%: GOTO 6 
ELSE BEEP: GOTO 6400 

up 

IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 6560 ELSE 6570 'Cursor 

IF C%>CMIN%(E%) THEN C%=C%-l: LOCATE R%,C%: GOTO 6 
ELSE BEEP: GOTO 6400 

IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 6580 ELSE 6620 •cursor 

6580 IF E%>2 THEN 6590 ELSE BEEP: GOTO 6400 
6590 IF E%=B%+2 OR E%=B%+3 OR E%=B%+4 OR E%=B%+5 ORE%= 
B%+6 THEN E%=E%-l: C%=CMIN%(E%): LOCATE R%,C%: GOTO 640 
0 ELSE E%=E%-2: C%=CMIN%(E%): B%=B%-7: R%=R%-l: LOCATE 
R%,C% 
6600 IF COLOR.FLG=l THEN COLOR.FLG=O: COLOR 7,1 ELSE CO 
LOR.FLG=l: COLOR 1,7 
6610 GOTO 6400 
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6620 N=l 
6630 FOR I=l TO 7*NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS-6 STEP 7 
6640 FLR.THICK$(N)=ENT$(I+l) 
6650 FLR.DEN$(N)=ENT$(I+2) 
6660 FLR.COMP$(N)=ENT$(I+3) 
6670 FLR.SHEAR$(N)=ENT$(I+4) 
6680 FLR.TEN$(N)=ENT$(I+5) 
6690 FLR.PHI$(N)=ENT$(I+6) 
6700 N=N+l 
6710 NEXT I 
6720 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 
to main menu 
6730 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 6740 ELSE 6400 
up 
6740 IF NUM.JNTS=O THEN 3500 ELSE 4000 

'Home 

'Page 

7000 '**************** Upper Seam Menu - Option 2 ***** 
****************** 
7010 NUM.ROOF.LAY=O 
7020 'Modification of upper seam menu for use when mini 
ng under abutment 
7030 'First ititialize the entry variables 
7040 ENT$(5)=USEAM$ 
7050 ENT$(7)=0VERB$ 
7060 ENT$(9)=AV.OVER.DEN$ 
7070 ENT$(ll)=TOPHT$ 
7080 ENT$(13)=RECOV.TOP$ 
7090 I 

7095 IF ENT$(5)= 1111 THEN ENT$(5)=SPACE$(20) 
7100 FOR I=7 TO 13 STEP 2 
7110 IF ENT$(I)="" THEN ENT$(I)=SPACE$(5) 
7120 NEXT I 
7130 I 

7140 'Initialize column pointers for data fields 
7150 CMIN%(5)=31: CMAX%(5)=50 
7160 FOR I=7 TO 13 STEP 2 
7170 CMIN%(I)=46: CMAX%(I)=50 
7180 NEXT I 
7190 'Generate the menu 
7200 COLOR 6,0: CLS: LOCATE 2,34: PRINT "Upper Seam Men 
u" 
7210 LOCATE 5: COLOR 6,0: PRINT "Name of upper coal sea 
m: ";:COLOR 1,7: LOCATE ,31: PRINT SPACE$(20) ;: LOCATE 

,31: PRINT ENT$(5) 
7220 LOCATE 7: COLOR 6,0: PRINT "Average overburden thi 
ckness (feet): ";: COLOR 1,7: LOCATE ,46: PRINT SPACE$ 
(5);: LOCATE ,46: PRINT ENT$(7) 
7230 LOCATE 9: COLOR 6,0: PRINT "Average overburden den 
sity (pcf): 11 ;: COLOR 1,7: LOCATE ,46: PRINT SPACE$(5) 
;: LOCATE ,46: PRINT ENT$(9) 
7240 LOCATE 11: COLOR 6,0: PRINT "Upper seam mining hei 
ght (inches): 11 ;: COLOR 1,7: LOCATE ,46: PRINT SPACE$( 
5);: LOCATE ,46: PRINT ENT$(ll) 
7250 LOCATE 13: COLOR 6,0: PRINT "Average percent coal 
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recovery: 11 ;: COLOR 1,7: LOCATE ,46: PRINT SPACE$(5);: 
LOCATE ,46: PRINT ENT$(13) 

7260 I 

7270 'Read data from keyboard and echo to proper sereen 
location 

7280 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(1052) 'Clear 
keyboard buffer 
7290 R%=5: C%=31: LOCATE R%,C%,1,6,7 
7300 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 7300 'Reade 
ach character 
7310 IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 7390 'Specia 
1 function key 
7320 IF ASC(I$)<32 THEN 7300 'Undisp 
layable character 
7330 PRINT I$ 
7340 'Place character in proper location in entry varia 
ble 
7350 C%=C%+1 
7360 IF C%<CMAX%(R%)+1 THEN LOCATE R%,C%: CI%=C%-1 

ELSE LOCATE R%,C%-1: CI%= 
C%-1: C%=C%-1 
7370 MID$(ENT$(R%),CI%+1-CMIN%(R%),l)=I$: GOTO 7300 
7380 'Handle special function calls 
7390 I$=RIGHT$(I$,1) 
7400 IF I$=CHR$(80) THEN 7410 ELSE 7420 

down 
•cursor 

7410 IF R%<13 THEN R%=R%+2: C%=CMIN%(R%): LOCATE R%,C%: 
GOTO 7300 ELSE BEEP: GOTO 7300 

7420 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 7430 ELSE 7440 'Cursor 
right 

7430 IF 
300 
7440 IF 

C%<CMAX%(R%) THEN C%=C%+1: LOCATE R%,C%: GOTO 7 
ELSE BEEP: GOTO 7300 

I$=CHR$(75) THEN 7450 ELSE 7460 'Cursor 
left 

7450 IF 
300 
7460 

C%>CMIN%(R%) THEN C%=C%-1: LOCATE R%,C%: GOTO 7 
ELSE BEEP: GOTO 7300 

IF I$=CHR$(72) THEN 7470 ELSE 7490 'Cursor 
up 

7470 IF R%>5 THEN R%=R%-2: C%=CMIN%(R%): LOCATE R%,C%: 
GOTO 7300 ELSE BEEP: GOTO 7300 
7480 'Copy entry variables 
er use 

to program variables for lat 

7490 USEAM$=ENT$(5) 
7500 OVERB$=ENT$(7) 
7510 AV.OVER.DEN$=ENT$(9) 
7520 TOPHT$=ENT$(11) 
7530 RECOV.TOP$=ENT$(13) 
7540 'Continue with special function calls 
7550 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 200 
o main menu 
7560 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 7570 ELSE 7580 
p 
7570 GOTO 590 

'Home t 

'Page u 
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7580 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 7585 ELSE 7300 
own 
7585 IF OPT$= 112 11 THEN 2000 ELSE 7590 
7590 IF VAL(NUM.ROOF.LAY$)=0 THEN 2000 ELSE 1301 

'Paged 

10000 '********************* Edit Subroutine********** 
**************** 
10010 FILE$=SPACE$(8):EDIT.FLAG=l:RUN.FLAG=O 
10020 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 5,1,1:PRINT "Enter name off 
ile to be edited and press RETURN." 
10030 LOCATE 6,1,1:PRINT "U-SEAM will append the file e 
xtension 1 .dat•. ";:COLOR 1,7:LOCATE 6,52:PRINT SPACE$ 

LOCATE 6,52:C%=52 
I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 10050 
IF ASC(I$)=13 THEN 10250 
IF LEN(I$)=2 THEN 10200 
IF ASC(I$)<13 THEN 10050 

(8) 
10040 
10050 
10060 
10070 
10080 
10090 
10100 
10110 
10120 
10130 
10140 
10150 
10160 
10170 
10180 

IF ASC(I$)>13 AND ASC(I$)<32 THEN 10050 
IF ASC(I$)=34 THEN 10050 
IF ASC(I$)>41 AND ASC(I$)<45 
IF ASC(I$)>45 AND ASC(I$)<48 
IF ASC(I$)>57 AND ASC(I$)<64 
IF ASC(I$)>90 AND ASC(I$)<94 
IF ASC(I$)>126 THEN 10050 
PRINT I$ 
C%=C%+1 

THEN 10050 
THEN 10050 
THEN 10050 
THEN 10050 

IF C%<60 THEN LOCATE 6,C%:CI%=C%-l 
ELSE LOCATE 6,C%-l:CI%=C 

%-l:C%=C%-l 
10190 MID$(FILE$,CI%+1-52,l)=I$:GOTO 10050 
10200 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
10210 IF I$=CHR$(75) THEN 10220 ELSE 10230 
10220 IF C%>52 THEN C%=C%-l:LOCATE 6,C%:GOTO 10050 

ELSE BEEP:GOTO 10050 
10230 IF I$=CHR$(77) THEN 10240 ELSE 10050 
10240 IF C%<59 THEN C%=C%+1:LOCATE 6,C%:GOTO 10050 

ELSE BEEP:GOTO 10050 
10250 B$= 1111 

10260 FOR N=l TO 8 
10270 A$=MID$(FILE$,N,1) :IF A$<>" 11 THEN B$=B$+A$ 
10280 NEXT N 
10290 EXT$=".dat":FILE$=B$+EXT$ 
10300 IF RUN.FLAG=l THEN RETURN 10960 
10310 ON ERROR GOTO 10530 
10320 OPEN "i",1,FILE$ 
10330 US.FLAG=l:TSRM.FLG=l:IN.FLAG=l:ISM.FAC=l:LSM.FAC= 
1:RJM.FAC=l:TM.FLAG=l 
10340 INPUT #l,TITLE$,OPT$,CONCUR$ 
10350 INPUT #l,USEAM$,OVERB$,AV.OVER.DEN$,TOPHT$,NUM.RO 
OF.LAY$,BULFAC$,PLENGTH$,PWIDTH$,RECOV.TOP$ 
10360 FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.ROOF.LAY$) 
10370 INPUT #1,LAYNUM$(I),RTHK$(I),RDEN$(I),RMOD$(I),RT 
EN$(I) 
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10380 NEXT I 
10390 INPUT #l,INERB$,NBEDS$,PCT.SS$,NUM.SSBEDS$,INERB. 
YM0D$ 
10400 'Statements commented out because sandstone menu 
not currently used 
10410 'FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.SSBEDS$) 
10420 'INPUT #l,SSBED.NUM$(I),SSTHK$(I),SSDIST$(I) 
10430 'NEXT I 
10440 INPUT #l,LSEAM$,BOTHT$,OPENING.WIDTH$,KFAC$,NUM.J 
NTS$,DIRECTION$,SAFE.DESIGN$,NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$,FLOOR.SA 
FETY.FACTOR$ 
10450 INPUT #l,ROOF.DEN$,PHI$,COMPRESS.STRENGTH$,SHEAR. 
STRENGTH$,DEF.M0D$,COHES$,SIGMA.H$ 
10460 FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.JNTS$) 
10470 INPUT #l,JNUM$(I),JSPACE$(I),JDIR$(I),JDIP$(I),DI 
P.DIR$(I) 
10480 NEXT I 
10481 FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$) 
10482 INPUT #l,FLR.THICK$(I),FLR.DEN$(I),FLR.COMP$(I),F 
LR.SHEAR$(I),FLR.TEN$(I),FLR.PHI$(I) 
10483 NEXT I 
10490 CLOSE l 
10500 IF RUN.FLAG=l THEN RETURN 10970 
10510 L=LEN(FILE$) 
10520 GOTO 590 
10530 IF ERR=53 THEN 10540 ELSE ON ERROR GOTO 0 
10540 IF RUN.FLAG=l THEN COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 5:PRINT 11 

File ";:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(LEN(FILE$));:LOCATE ,6:P 
RINT FILE$;:COLOR 6,0:PRINT II does not exist. 11:INPUT "D 
o you want to enter a different file name (y/n)? ",RED 
0$ ELSE 10570 
10550 IF RED0$="Y" OR RED0$="y" THEN FILE$="":RUN.FILE$ 
="":RESUME 10910 
10560 IF RED0$="N" OR RED0$="n" THEN FILE$="":RESUME 21 
0 ELSE 10530 
10570 IF ERR=53 THEN COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 5:PRINT "Crea 
ting new data file called ";:COLOR 1,7:PRINT SPACE$(L): 
LOCATE 5,31:PRINT FILE$ ELSE 10620 
10580 COLOR 6,0:INPUT "Is this OK (y/n)? ",FOPT$ 
10590 IF FOPT$="Y" OR FOPT$=11y 11 THEN 10610 
10600 IF FOPT$="N" OR FOPT$="n" THEN RESUME 10000 ELSE 
BEEP:GOTO 10580 
10610 RESUME 600 
10620 IF ERR=71 THEN COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 5:PRINT "Make 

sure there is a diskette in drive Band the door is cl 
osed." ELSE ON ERROR GOTO 0 
10630 PRINT "When you are ready press any key to contin 
ue." 
10640 I$=INKEY$:IF I$<>"" THEN RESUME 10310 ELSE 10640 
10650 '******************** Save Subroutine*********** 
********************* 
10660 ON ERROR GOTO 10980 
10670 OPEN "o",l,FILE$ 
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10680 ON ERROR GOTO 0 
10690 WRITE #l,TITLE$,OPT$,CONCUR$ 
10700 WRITE #l,USEAM$,OVERB$,AV.OVER.DEN$,TOPHT$,NUM.RO 
OF.LAY$,BULFAC$,PLENGTH$,PWIDTH$,RECOV.TOP$ 
10710 FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.ROOF.LAY$) 
10720 WRITE #1,LAYNUM$(I),RTHK$(I),RDEN$(I),RMOD$(I),RT 
EN$(I) 
10730 NEXT I 
10740 WRITE #1,INERB$,NBEDS$,PCT.SS$,NUM.SSBEDS$,INERB. 
YM0D$ 
10750 'Statements commented out because sandstone menu 
not currently used 
10760 'FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.SSBEDS$) 
10770 'WRITE #l,SSBED.NUM$(I),SSTHK$(I),SSDIST$(I) 
10780 'NEXT I 
10790 WRITE #1,LSEAM$,BOTHT$,OPENING.WIDTH$,KFAC$,NUM.J 
NTS$,DIRECTION$,SAFE.DESIGN$,NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$,FLOOR.SA 
FETY.FACTOR$ 
10800 WRITE #l,ROOF.DEN$,PHI$,COMPRESS.STRENGTH$,SHEAR. 
STRENGTH$,DEF.MOD$,C0HES$,SIGMA.H$ 
10810 FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.JNTS$) 
10820 WRITE #l,JNUM$(I),JSPACE$(I),JDIR$(I),JDIP$(I),DI 
P.DIR$(I) 
10830 NEXT I 
10831 FOR I=l TO VAL(NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$) 
10832 WRITE #1,FLR.THICK$(I),FLR.DEN$(I),FLR.COMP$(I),F 
LR.SHEAR$(I),FLR.TEN$(I),FLR.PHI$(I) 
10833 NEXT I 
10840 CLOSE 1 
10850 COLOR 6,0:GOTO 330 
10860 '************************** QUIT SUBROUTINE****** 
************************ 
10870 COLOR 7,0:CLS:LOCATE 5:PRINT "If you QUIT you wil 
1 loose any changes you have made." 
10880 COLOR 6,0: INPUT "Do you still want to QUIT (y/n) 
? 11 , QOPT$ 
10890 IF QOPT$="Y" OR QOPT$="y" THEN CLS:KEY ON:END 
10900 IF QOPT$="N" OR QOPT$="n" THEN 210 ELSE BEEP:GOTO 

10880 
10910 '********************** Run U-SEAM ************** 
********************** 
10920 RUN.FILE$=FILE$:FILE$=SPACE$(8) 
10930 COLOR 6,0:CLS:LOCATE 5:PRINT "Enter the name oft 
he data set to be used in the analysis." 
10940 RUN.FLAG=l 
10950 GOSUB 10030 
10960 IF FILE$=RUN.FILE$ THEN CHAIN 11USEAM.bas",,ALL EL 
SE GOSUB 10310 
10970 CHAIN "USEAM.bas",,ALL 
10980 IF ERR=55 THEN CLOSE 1 
10990 RESUME 10670 
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1 I 

2 1 **************************** U-SEAM *************** 
*************** 
3 I 

5 ON ERROR GOTO 20 
10 DIM STRESS(40) ,STRENGTH(40) ,SAFETY{40),ANGLE{40),SAF 
E.IDEAL{l5),SAFE.ACT{l5),PILLAR.ACT{l5),SAFE.ACT.OLD{l5 
),PILLAR.ACT.OLD{l5),RECOV.BAK{l5),RECOV.HIGH(l5) 
11 GOTO 25 
20 RESUME 25 
25 ON ERROR GOTO 0 
30 COMMON USEAM$,OVERB$,AV.OVER.DEN$,TOPHT$,PLENGTH$,PW 
IDTH$,NUM.ROOF.LAY$,BULFAC$,PSTRIKE$ 
31 COMMON LAYNUM${),RTHK${),RMOD${),RTEN$() 
32 COMMON INERB$,NBEDS$,PCT.SS$,NUM.SSBEDS$,INERB.YM0D$ 
33 COMMON SSBED.NUM$(),SSTHK$(),SSDIST$() 
34 COMMON JNUM$(),JDIR$(),JDIP$(),DIP.DIR$(),JSPACE 
36 COMMON LSEAM$,BOTHT$,KFAC$,NUM.JNTS$,0PENING.WIDTH$, 
DIRECTION$,SAFE.DESIGN$,NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$,FL00R.SAFETY. 
FACTOR$ 
37 COMMON ROOF.DEN$,PHI$,COMPRESS.STRENGTH$,SHEAR.STREN 
GTH$, DEF. MOD$, C0HES$, SIGMA. H$. 
38 COMMON FLR.THICK$(),FLR.DEN$()0!FLR.COMP$(),FLR.SHEA 
R$()0!FLR.TEN$(),FLR.PHI$() 
40 COLOR 6,0:CLS 
49 OPT=VAL(OPT$) 
50 OVERB=VAL(OVERB$):AV.OVER.DEN=VAL(AV.OVER.DEN$):TOPH 
T=VAL(TOPHT$) :PLENGTH=VAL(PLENGTH$) :PWIDTH=VAL(PWIDTH$) 
:RECOV.TOP=VAL(RECOV.TOP$):NUM.ROOF.LAY=VAL(NUM.ROOF.LA 
Y$) :BULFAC=VAL(BULFAC$) 
60 FOR I=l TO NUM.ROOF.LAY 
70 LAYNUM(I)=VAL(LAYNUM$(I)):RTHK(I)=VAL(RTHK$(I)) :RDEN 
(I)=VAL(RDEN$(I)) :RMOD(I)=VAL(RM0D$(I)) :RTEN(I)=VAL(RTE 
N$(I)) 
75 NEXT I 
80 INERB=VAL(INERB$) :NBEDS=VAL(NBEDS$) :PCT.SS=VAL(PCT.S 
S$) :NUM.SSBEDS=VAL(NUM.SSBEDS$):INERB.YM0D=VAL(INERB.YM 
OD$) 
90 FOR I=l TO NUM.SSBEDS 
100 SSBED.NUM(I)=VAL(SSBED.NUM${I)) :SSTHK{I)=VAL(SSTHK$ 
(I)):SSDIST=VAL(SSDIST$(I)) 
110 NEXT I 
120 BOTHT=VAL(BOTHT$):KFAC=VAL(KFAC$):OPENING.WIDTH = V 
AL(OPENING.WIDTH$) :NUM.JNTS=VAL(NUM.JNTS$) :DIRECTION=VA 
L{DIRECTION$) :SAFE.DESIGN=VAL(SAFE.DESIGN$):NUM.FLOOR.L 
AYERS=VAL(NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS$) :FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR=VAL(FL 
OCR.SAFETY.FACTOR$) 
125 ROOF.DEN=VAL{ROOF.DEN$) :PHI=VAL{PHI$) :COMPRESS.STRE 
NGTH=VAL(COMPRESS.STRENGTH$) :SHEAR.STRENGTH=VAL(SHEAR.S 
TRENGTH$) :DEF.M0D=VAL(DEF.MOD$) :COHES=VAL{C0HES$) :SIGMA 
. H=VAL (SIGMA. H$) 
130 FOR I=l TO NUM.JNTS 
140 JNUM{I)=VAL(JNUM$(I)):JDIR(I)=VAL(JDIR$(I)) :JDIP(I) 
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=VAL(JDIP${I)):JSPACE{I)=VAL{JSPACE$(I)) 
150 NEXT I 
160 FOR I=l TO NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS 
170 FLR.THICK{I)=VAL(FLR.THICK$(I)) :FLR.DEN(I)=VAL(FLR. 
DEN$(I)) :FLR.COMP(I)=VAL(FLR.COMP$(I)) :FLR.SHEAR(I)=VAL 
(FLR.SHEAR$(I)):FLR.TEN(I)=VAL(FLR.TEN$(I)) :FLR.PHI(I)= 
VAL(FLR.PHI$(I)) 
180 NEXT I 
190 IF OPT=2 THEN 500 ELSE 200 
199 PRINT "Checking innerburden thickness." 
200 GOSUB 4000 'Check to see if innerburden is less th 
an minimum for stability 
209 PRINT "Calculating stress on remnant pillar." 
210 GOSUB 2000 'Calculate stress on upper seam remnant 

pillar 
219 PRINT "Calculating stress on lower seam." 
220 GOSUB 3000 'Calculate stress transferred to lower 
seam 
229 PRINT "Calculating lower seam roof stability." 
230 GOSUB 5000 'Determine lower seam stability from st 
ress failure 
249 PRINT "Estimating joint influence." 
250 GOSUB 8000 'Calculate roof joint index factor 
258 STRESS.LVL$="" 
259 PRINT "Calculating pillar sizes." 
260 GOSUB 7000 'Calculate pillar size for high stress 
zone 
270 STRESS.LVL$="background" 
271 LSEAM.STRESS.BAK=INT{({OVERB+INERB) * AV.OVER.DEN)/ 
144) 
272 GOSUB 7000 'Calculate pillar size and recovery unde 
r average stress 
273 PRINT "Evaluating floor stability." 
274 GOSUB 10000 'Calculate floor bearing capacity and 
compare to pillar load 
275 'Concurrent mining 
276 IF CONCUR$=11Y11 OR CONCUR$=11y 11 THEN GOSUB 11000 
280 GOSUB 20000 'Output to screen 
499 PRINT "Checking innerburden thickness." 
500 GOSUB 4000 'Check to see if innerburden is less th 
an minimum for stability 
509 PRINT "Calculating stress on lower seam." 
510 GOSUB 9000 'Calculate stress on lower seam from ar 
ch abutment 
519 PRINT "Calculating lower seam roof stability." 
520 GOSUB 5000 'Determine lower seam stability from st 
ress failure 
539 PRINT "Estimating joint influence." 
540 GOSUB 8000 'Calculate roof joint index factor 
548 STRESS.LVL$= 1111 

549 PRINT "Calculating pillar sizes." 
550 GOSUB 7000 'Calculate pillar size for high stress 
zone 
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560 STRESS.LVL$="background" 
561 LSEAM.STRESS.BAK=INT(((OVERB+INERB) * AV.OVER.DEN)/ 
144) 
562 GOSUB 7000 'Calculate pillar size and recovery unde 
r average stress 
563 PRINT "Evaluating floor stability." 
564 GOSUB 10000 'Calculate floor bearing capacity and 
compare to pillar load 
565 •concurrent mining 
566 IF CONCUR$=11Y11 OR CONCUR$="y" THEN GOSUB 11000 
570 GOSUB 20000 •output to screen 
2000 'weight on remnant pillar------------------------

2010 IF BULFAC=O THEN BULFAC=l.5 
2020 HIR=(TOPHT/12!)/(BULFAC-l!) 
2030 I 

2040 TRDEN=O!:TRTHK=O! 
2050 FOR IL=l TO NUM.ROOF.LAY 
2060 TRTHK=TRTHK+RTHK(IL) 
2070 TRDEN=TRDEN+(RDEN(IL)*RTHK(IL)) 
2080 IF TRTHK<HIR THEN 2120 
2090 ERRFLG=O 
2100 IF (TRTHK-HIR)<=l THEN 2270 
2110 GOTO 2210 
2120 ERRFLG=l 
2130 NEXT IL 
2140 PRINT:PRINT "**************** ERROR ************ 
*******" 
2150 PRINT "All roof layers have been used in the calcu 
lation of weighted" 
2160 PRINT "roof density for the uper seam. 11 

2170 PRINT "Total height of roof layers entered= ",TRT 
HK 
2180 PRINT "Minimum height required for program to run 
= II ,HIR 
2190 PRINT:PRINT "Execution terminating due to insuffic 
ient data." 
2195 PRINT "Press any key to return to main menu." 
2197 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 2197 
2200 CHAIN "input.bas",50,ALL 
2210 IF IL=l THEN 2270 
2220 TRTHK=TRTHK+RTHK(IL) 
2230 TRDEN=TRDEN+(RTHK(IL)*RDEN(IL)) 
2240 HIR=TRTHK 
2250 NRLl=IL-1 
2260 GOTO 2280 
2270 NRLl=IL 
2280 RXDEN=TRDEN/TRTHK 
2290 HIR=TRTHK 
2300 I 

2310 'Calculate adjusted weight density of the each lay 
er 
2320 I 



2330 FOR IL=l TO NRLl 
2340 JL=O 
2350 ILPl=IL+l 
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2360 IF ILPl>NUM.ROOF.LAY THEN 2140 
2370 FOR ISUBLl=ILPl TO NUM.ROOF.LAY 
2380 JL=JL+l 
2390 ENIN3=0!:RHONG1=0! 
2400 FOR ISUBL2=IL TO ISUBLl 
2410 RHONGl=RHONGl+(RDEN(ISUBL2)*RTHK(ISUBL2)) 
2420 ENIN3=ENIN3+(RM0D(ISUBL2)*RTHK(ISUBL2)A3) 
2430 NEXT ISUBL2 
2440 RHOAG(IL,JL)=(RM0D(IL)*RTHK(IL)A2*RHONG1)/ENIN3 
2450 IF JL>l THEN 2480 
2460 IF RHOAG(IL,JL)>RDEN(IL) THEN 2500 
2470 GOTO 2510 
2480 IF RHOAG(IL,JL) > RHOAG(IL,JL-1) THEN 2500 
2490 GOTO 2510 
2500 NEXT ISUBLl 
2510 JLMAX(IL)=JL-1 
2520 NEXT IL 
2530 I 

2540 I 

2550 ROVHMX = O! 
2560 FOR IL=l TO NRLl 
2570 IF JLMAX(IL)=O THEN 2600 
2580 RHOFAC=RHOAG(IL,JLMAX(IL)) 
2590 GOTO 2610 
2600 RHOFAC=RDEN(IL) 
2610 ROVH(IL) = SQR(RTEN(IL)*RTHK(IL)*l2/(3*RHOFAC/1728 
) ) 
2620 ROVH(IL)=ROVH(IL)/12 
2630 IF ROVH(IL)>ROVHMX THEN LET ROVHMX = ROVH(IL) 
2640 NEXT IL 
2660 I 

2670 ' Calculate the total roof area supported by the r 
emnant pillar 
2680 'USING THE TRIBUTARY AREA METHOD 
2690 I 

2700 A= PWIDTH + ROVHMX 
2710 B = PLENGTH + ROVHMX 
2720 RAREA =A* B 
2730 I 

2740 ' Calculate the total weight supported by the pill 
ar 
2750 I 

2760 PLOAD = RAREA * OVERB * AV.OVER.DEN 
2770 PSTRESS = PLOAD/(PWIDTH*PLENGTH) 
2780 PST=INT(PSTRESS/144) 
2790 RETURN 
3000 'Calculate the load transfered to the lower seam u 
sing pressure 
3010 'bulb theory--------------------------------------
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3020 I 

3030 STRAT.FAC = INERB/NBEDS 
3040 PLOAD.OPT = 0 
3050 IF STRAT.FAC > 2 THEN PLOAD.OPT = 1 
3060 D = INERB/PWIDTH 
3070 DEF FNTHKFAC=.0172*DA2-.284*D+l.03 'THICK L 
AYERS (>2 FEET) 
3080 DEF FNTHINFAC=.00956*DA2-.1977*D+.9889 'THIN LA 
YERS (<2 FEET) 
3090 I 

3100 ' Calculate stress influence factor 
3110 I 

3120 IF PLOAD.OPT = 1 THEN INFLUENCE.FACTOR= FNTHKFAC 
3130 IF PLOAD.OPT = 0 THEN INFLUENCE.FACTOR= FNTHINFAC 
3140 I 
3150 1 Calculate stress at top of lower seam 
3160 I 

3170 LSEAM.STRESS = PSTRESS*INFLUENCE.FACTOR + (INERB+O 
VERB)*AV.OVER.DEN 
3180 LSEAM.STRESS = LSEAM.STRESS / 144! 
3190 LSEAM.STRESS = INT(LSEAM.STRESS) 
3220 RETURN 
4000 I 

4010 'Check for minimum innerburden-------------------

4020 I 

4030 MIN.INNERBURDEN = 0 
4040 INERBl = 6.8 * NBEDS + 55 
4050 IF INERBl > MIN.INNERBURDEN THEN MIN.INNERBURDEN = 

INERBl 
4060 INERB2 = 110 - .65 * PCT.SS 
4070 IF INERB2 > MIN.INNERBURDEN THEN MIN.INNERBURDEN = 

INERB2 
4080 INERB3 = 111 - .0286 * OVERB 
4090 IF INERB3 > MIN.INNERBURDEN THEN MIN.INNERBURDEN = 

INERB3 
4100 MIN.INNERBURDEN = INT(MIN.INNERBURDEN) 
4110 IF MIN.INNERBURDEN < INERB THEN 4120 ELSE 4160 
4120 CLS: LOCATE 10: PRINT "Innerburden thickness is SU 
fficient to prevent any negative interaction effects." 
4130 INPUT "Do you want to continue with the analysis ( 
Y/N)? 11,CONTOPT$ 
4140 IF CONTOPT$=11Y11 OR CONTOPT$=11y 11 THEN 4160 
4150 IF CONTOPT$=11N11 OR CONTOPT$="n" THEN CHAIN "input. 
bas",50,ALL ELSE BEEP: GOTO 4130 
4160 CLS:RETURN 
5000 I 

5010 'DETERMINE ROOF STABILITY IN LOWER SEAM-----------

5020 SIGMAX = -(l.184*SIGMA.H - .117*LSEAM.STRESS + .53 
2) 
5030 SIGMAY = -(.0083*SIGMA.H + .853*LSEAM.STRESS + 19. 
32) 
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5040 TAUXY = -(.03*SIGMA.H + .716*LSEAM.STRESS + 17.3) 
5050 PI=3.14159 
5060 PHI=PHI*PI/180 
5070 DEF FNSIG.PRIME = (SIGMAX+SIGMAY)/2 + ((SIGMAX-SIG 
MAY)/2)*COS(2*THETA) + TAUXY*SIN(2*THETA) 
5080 DEF FNTAU.PRIME = -((SIGMAX-SIGMAY)/2)*SIN(2*THETA 
) + TAUXY*COS(2*THETA) 
5090 DEF FNSHEAR.STRENGTH = COHES + ABS(FNSIG.PRIME*TAN 
(PHI)) 
5100 N=l 
5110 FOR THETA!= 0 TO 90 STEP 5 
5120 ANGLE(N)=90-THETA1 
5130 THETA=THETAl*PI/180 
5140 STRESS(N)=FNTAU.PRIME 
5150 STRENGTH(N)=FNSHEAR.STRENGTH 
5160 IF STRESS(N)=O THEN SAFETY(N)=9999:GOTO 5180 
5170 SAFETY(N)=ABS(STRENGTH(N)/STRESS(N)) 
5180 N=N+l 
5190 NEXT THETAl 
5210 SAFE.MIN=lOOOO:NMAX=N 
5220 FOR I=l TO NMAX-1 
5230 IF SAFETY(I)<SAFE.MIN THEN SAFE.MIN=SAFETY(I) 
5233 IF SAFETY(I)=SAFE.MIN THEN SAFE.ANGLE=ANGLE(I) 
5240 NEXT I 
5250 SAFE.MIN =INT(lOO*SAFE.MIN)/100 
5260 RETURN 
7000 'Calculate pillar dimensions for square pillars---

7002 PILLAR.STRESS=LSEAM.STRESS 
7005 IF BOTHT<36 THEN DFAC = SQR(BOTHT) ELSE DFAC = 6 
7010 DEF FNPILLAR.STRENGTH = (KFAC/DFAC) * (.64 + .36*P 
ILLAR.WIDTH*l2/BOTHT) 

'Bieniawski Eqn. 
7015 DEF FNPILLAR.LOAD = ((PILLAR.WIDTH+ OPENING.WIDTH. 
)A2 * PILLAR.STRESS)/ (PILLAR.WIDTH)A2 

'Tributary Area 
7021 IF STRESS.LVL$=11background" THEN 7150 'Pillar siz 
e for average stress 
7025 I=O 
7030 FOR SAFE=.5 TO 3 STEP .25 'Iterate to find pillar 
width for nomogram 

7040 I=I+l 
7045 PRINT 11 • 11 

7050 FOR PILLAR.WIDTH=lO TO 300 STEP 5 
7060 S=FNPILLAR.STRENGTH/FNPILLAR.LOAD 
7070 IF S>=SAFE THEN 7090 
7080 NEXT PILLAR.WIDTH 
7090 SAFE.ACT(I)=S:PILLAR.ACT(I)=PILLAR.WIDTH:IMAX=I 
7091 NEXT SAFE 
7150 IF STRESS.LVL$=11background" THEN PILLAR.STRESS=LSE 
AM.STRESS.BAK 
7160 FOR PILLAR.WIDTH= 10 TO 300 'Find pillar 
width for design 
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7170 S = FNPILLAR.STRENGTH/FNPILLAR.LOAD 'safety facto 
r specified 
7180 IF S>=SAFE.DESIGN THEN 7195 
7190 NEXT PILLAR.WIDTH 
7195 S=(INT(S*l00))/100 
7200 IF STRESS.LVL$=11background" THEN AV.PILLAR.WIDTH=P 
ILLAR.WIDTH:SAFE.BAK=S ELSE MAX.PILLAR.WIDTH=PILLAR.WID 
TH:SAFE.MAX=S 
7290 'Calculate percent recovery based on pillar dimens 
ions-------------------
7300 REC= 1 - (PILLAR.WIDTH*PILLAR.WIDTH/((PILLAR.WIDTH 
+OPENING.WIDTH)*(PILLAR.WIDTH+OPENING.WIDTH))):REC=INT( 
REC* 100) 'Calculate precent recovery 
7310 IF STRESS.LVL$="background" THEN RECOV.BAK = REC E 
LSE RECOV.MAX = REC 
7320 RECOV.MIN = RECOV.TOP 
7330 RETURN 
8000 'Joint Characterization Routine-------------------

8010 COLOR 6,0 
8015 IF NUM.JNTS=O THEN RETURN 
8020 FOR I=l TO NUM.JNTS 
8030 IF JDIR(I)<DIRECTION THEN JDIR(I) = JDIR(I)+l80 
8040 ANGLE =ABS(DIRECTION - JDIR(I)):IF ANGLE<=90 THEN 
ANGLE= 90 - ANGLE 
8050 IF ANGLE> 90 AND ANGLE<= 180 THEN ANGLE= ANGLE 
- 90 
8060 IF ANGLE> 180 AND ANGLE<= 270 THEN ANGEL= 270 -
ANGLE 

8070 IF ANGLE> 270 AND ANGLE<= 360 THEN ANGLE= ANGLE 
-270 

8080 PI=3.14159:ANGLE=ANGLE*PI/180 
8090 LFAC=l/COS(ANGLE): IF LFAC>5 THEN LFAC=5 
8100 IF DIRECTION=O THEN MIN.DIP$="NN" 
8110 IF DIRECTION=90 THEN MIN.DIP$="EE" 
8120 IF DIRECTION=l80 THEN MIN.DIP$="SS" 
8130 IF DIRECTION=270 THEN MIN.DIP$= 11WW" 
8140 IF DIRECTION> 0 AND DIRECTION< 90 THEN MIN.DIP$= 
"NE" 
8150 IF DIRECTION> 90 AND DIRECTION< 180 THEN MIN.DIP 
$=11SE" 
8160 IF DIRECTION> 180 AND DIRECTION< 270 THEN MIN.DI 
P$= 11SW" 
8170 IF DIRECTION> 270 AND DIRECTION< 360 THEN MIN.DI 
P$="NW" 
8180 A$=LEFT$(DIP.DIR$(I),l) :B$=LEFT$(MIN.DIP$,l) 
8190 C$=RIGHT$(DIP.DIR$(I),l) :D$=RIGHT$(MIN.DIP$,1) 
8200 IF A$=B$ OR C$=D$ THEN DIP.FLAG%=0 ELSE DIP.FLAG%= 
1 
8210 IF LFAC >= 2 THEN 8280 
8220 IF JDIP(I)<=20 THEN WEIGHT.FAC=4 
8230 IF JDIP(I)>20 AND JDIP(I)<=45 AND DIP.FLAG%=0 THEN 
WEIGHT.FAC=2 
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8240 IF JDIP(I)>20 AND JDIP(I)<=45 AND DIP.FLAG%=1 THEN 
WEIGHT.FAC=4 

8250 IF JDIP(I)>45 AND JDIP(I)<=90 AND DIP.FLAG%=0 THEN 
WEIGHT.FAC=l 

8260 IF JDIP(I)>45 AND JDIP(I)<=90 AND DIP.FLAG%=1 THEN 
WEIGHT.FAC=3 

8270 GOTO 8310 
8280 IF JDIP(I) <=20 THEN WEIGHT.FAC=2 
8290 IF JDIP(I) > 20 AND JDIP(I) <= 45 THEN WEIGHT.FAC= 

l 
8300 IF JDIP(I) > 45 THEN WEIGHT.FAC= 3 
8310 JOINT.INFLUENCE(I)=LFAC*WEIGHT.FAC 
8320 SPACING.FACTOR=OPENING.WIDTH/JSPACE(I) '------add 

influence of spacing 
8330 IF SPACING.FACTOR>l AND SPACING.FACTOR<=2 THEN JOI 
NT.INFLUENCE(I)=JOINT.INFLUENCE(I) + .5 
8340 IF SPACING.FACTOR>2 THEN JOINT.INFLUENCE(I)=JOINT. 
INFLUENCE(I) + 1 
8360 NEXT I 
8370 RETURN 
9000 'Stress under solid/gob interface-----------------

9010 MAX.ARCH.WIDTH= INT(.15*0VERB + 60) 
9030 ABUTMENT.STRESS= INT(.00119*0VERBA2 + .637*0VERB 
+ 269) 
9040 PCT.ABUTMENT.STRESS= .0227*INERBA2 - 3.66*INERB -

4.62E-06*INERB.YMOD + 263 
9050 LSEAM.STRESS = INT(PCT.ABUTMENT.STRESS/100 * (OVER 
B+INERB)*AV.OVER.DEN/144) 
9090 RETURN 
10000 'Floor Stability Routine************************ 
*************** 
10005 'Define constants used in Terzaghi-Meyerhof beari 
ng capacity equation 
10040 POTENTIAL.BEARING.FAILURE$="" 
10045 COMP.FLOOR=lOOOO 
10050 FOR I= 1 TO NUM.FLOOR.LAYERS 
10060 IF FLR.COMP(I)<COMP.FLOOR THEN COMP.FLOOR= FLR.C 
OMP(I):WEAK.LAYER=I:COHES=FLR.COHES(I) 
10070 NEXT I 
10105 IF WEAK.LAYER= l THEN 10200 
10107 FOUNDATION.DEPTH=O:FLOOR.TENSILE.STRENGTH=O:FLOOR 
.SHEAR.STRENGTH=O 
10110 FOR I=l TO WEAK.LAYER - l 'Find strength of upp 
er layers 
10130 FOUNDATION.DEPTH= FOUNDATION.DEPTH+ FLR.THICK(I 
) 
10132 IF FLR.TEN(I)>FLOOR.TENSILE.STRENGTH THEN FLOOR.T 
ENSILE.STRENGTH=FLR.TEN(I) 
10134 IF FLR.SHEAR(I)>FLOOR.SHEAR.STRENGTH THEN FLOOR.S 
HEAR.STRENGTH= FLR.SHEAR(I) 
10140 NEXT I 
10160 THETA= 45 + FLOOR.PHI/2:THETA = THETA*PI/180 
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10170 GOTO 10500 
10200 'Soft layer exposed in floor---------------------

10210 IF WEAK.LAYER>l THEN 10500 
10215 BEARING.LOAD=LSEAM.STRESS 
10220 BEARING.CAPACITY= 4 * COMP.FLOOR 'Terzagi-Mey 
erhof modified 
10230 IF BEARING.CAPACITY/BEARING.LOAD>= FLOOR.SAFETY. 
FACTOR THEN RETURN 
10240 POTENTIAL.BEARING.FAILURE$="Y" 
10250 RETURN 
10500 'Hard layer over a softer one--------------------

10510 BEARING.LOAD= LSEAM.STRESS*l44*MAX.PILLAR.WIDTH* 
MAX.PILLAR.WIDTH/((MAX.PILLAR.WIDTH + FOUNDATION.DEPTH) 
*(MAX.PILLAR.WIDTH+ FOUNDATION.DEPTH)) + SURCHARGE.LOA 
D 'Load applied to soft layer through the harder one 
above 
10520 BEARING.CAPACITY= 4 * COMP.FLOOR 'Terzagi-Mey 
erhof modified 
10530 IF BEARING.CAPACITY/BEARING.LOAD>= FLOOR.SAFETY. 
FACTOR THEN RETURN 
10535 POTENTIAL.BEARING.FAILURE$="Y" 
10540 FLOOR.HEAVE.LOAD= (BEARING.CAPACITY - 2*COHES*(T 
AN(THETA) + (TAN(THETA))A3))/(TAN(THETA))A4 'Upward d 
istributed load on immediate mine floor 
10550 FLOOR.HEAVE.LOAD=FLOOR.HEAVE.LOAD * 144 
10560 TENSILE STRESS= (FLOOR.HEAVE.LOAD* OPENING.WIDT 
H * OPENING.WIDTH)/(2 *FOUNDATION.DEPTH* FOUNDATION.D 
EPTH) 'Beam with fixed ends 
10570 SHEAR.STRESS= (3 *FLOOR.HEAVE.LOAD* OPENING.WI 
DTH)/(4 * FOUNDATION.DEPTH) 

'Beam with fixed ends 
10590 IF SHEAR.STRESS>= FLOOR.SHEAR.STRENGTH*l44 THEN 
POTENTIAL.FLOOR.SHEAR$="Y" 
10600 IF TENSILE.STRESS>= FLOOR.TENSILE.STRENGTH*l44 T 
HEN POTENTIAL.FLOOR.TENSILE$=11Y11 

10700 PRINT "Bearing capacity = 11 BEARING.CAPACITY 
10780 PRINT "Bearing load =11 BEARING.LOAD 
10800 FOR I=l TO 1000:NEXT I:RETURN 
11000 'Concurrent Mining of Both Seams-----------------

11010 'High stress zone makes angle of 45 degrees with 
upper seam 
11020 'Tan(45) = innerburden/lag = 1: therefore, requi 
red lag distance 
11030 'must be greater than or equal to innerburden thi 
ckness but less 
11040 'than or equal to max.arch.width minus the lag on 

the other side to 
11050 'remain within the destressed zone. 
11055 I 

11060 MIN.LAG= INERB 
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11070 MAX.ARCH.WIDTH=INT(.15*0VERB + 60) 
11080 MAX.LAG= MAX.ARCH.WIDTH - LAG 
11090 RETURN 
20000 •output Subroutine-------------------------------

20010 'This routine presents the output in menus by usi 
ng the BLOAD 
20020 •command to load previously created screens and t 
hen fill in the 
20030 •necessary data values. 
20040 I 

20042 FOR I=l TO 20 
20044 A$=MID$(TITLE$,I,l) 
20046 IF ASC(A$)<>32 THEN TITLES$=TITLES$+A$ 
20048 NEXT I 
20050 L=LEN(TITLES$): SL=INT((77-L)/2) 'used to 

center title 
20060 '**********************Review of input data****** 
*********************** 
20070 DEF SEG= &HB800 'define 1 
ocation of screen buffer 
20080 BLOAD"pagel.scr",O 'load fil 
e to screen 
20090 LOCATE 2,2,0 
20100 FOR N=2 TO SL: PRINT CHR$(32);: NEXT N 'center t 
itle on line 2 
20110 COLOR 4,0: PRINT TITLE$ 'print ti 
tle in red 
20120 LOCATE 7,16: PRINT USEAM$ 'print re 
maining data 
20130 LOCATE 8,16: PRINT LSEAM$ 
20140 LOCATE 9,31: PRINT TOPHT 
20150 LOCATE 10,31: PRINT BOTHT 
20160 LOCATE 11,35: PRINT OVERB 
20170 LOCATE 12,28: PRINT INERB 
20180 LOCATE 13,42: PRINT PCT.SS 
20190 LOCATE 14,13: PRINT NBEDS 
20200 LOCATE 15,41: PRINT USING 11##,###,###";INERB.Y'MOD 
20205 IF CONCUR$=11Y'11 OR CONCUR$="y" THEN LOCATE 16,3:CO 
LOR 3,0:PRINT "Upper seam is being mined concurrently." 
:COLOR 4,0 
20210 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'clear k 
eyboard buffer 
20220 I$=INKEY'$: IF I$="" THEN 20220 'wait fo 
r Pg Dn or Home key 
20230 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
20240 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 20500 'down to 

next menu 
20250 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 30000 ELSE BEEP: GOTO 20220 
'home to main menu 
20500 '**********************Lower Seam Stress Field*** 
*********************** 
20510 IF OPT=l THEN 21000 'differe 
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nt menu for option 1 
20520 DEF SEG= &HB800 'define 1 
ocation of screen buffer 
20530 BLOAD11page2.scr",O 'load fil 
e to screen 
20540 LOCATE 2,2 
20550 FOR N=2 TO SL: PRINT CHR$(32);: NEXT N 'center t 
itle on line 2 
20560 COLOR 4,0: PRINT TITLE$ 'print ti 
tle in red 
20570 LOCATE 8,27: PRINT MAX.ARCH.WIDTH 
20580 LOCATE 9,38: PRINT ABUTMENT.STRESS 
20590 LOCATE 10,38: PRINT LSEAM.STRESS 
20600 LOCATE 11,38: PRINT LSEAM.STRESS.BAK 
20610 LOCATE 12,29: PRINT SIGMA.H 
20620 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'clear k 
eyboard buffer 
20630 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 20630 •wait fo 
r Pg On or Home key 
20640 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
20650 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 21500 'down to 

next menu 
20660 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 20060 'page up 

to previous menu 
20670 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 30000 ELSE 20630 'home to 
main menu 

21000 ' *****************Lower Seam stress (OPT=l)**** 
*********************** 
21010 DEF SEG= &HB800 'define 1 
ocation of screen buffer 
21020 BLOAD"page3. scr", O 'load fil 
e to screen 
21030 LOCATE 2,2 
21040 FOR N=2 TO SL: PRINT CHR$(32);: NEXT N 'center t 
itle on line 2 
21050 COLOR 4,0: PRINT TITLE$ 'print ti 
tle in red 
21060 LOCATE 7,37: PRINT PST 
21070 LOCATE 8,38: PRINT LSEAM.STRESS 
21080 LOCATE 9,38: PRINT LSEAM.STRESS.BAK 
21090 LOCATE 10,29: PRINT SIGMA.H 
21100 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'clear k 
eyboard buffer 
21110 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 21110 'wait fo 
r Pg on or Home key 
21120 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
21130 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 21500 'down to 

next menu 
21140 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 20060 'page up 

to previous menu 
21150 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 30000 ELSE 20630 'home to 

main menu 
21500 '*****************Roof Stability and Jointing**** 
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************************ 
21510 DEF SEG= &HB800 'define 1 
ocation of screen buffer 
21520 BLOAD"page4. scr", o 'load fil 
e to screen 
21530 LOCATE 2,2 
21540 FOR N=2 TO SL: PRINT CHR$(32);: NEXT N 'center t 
itle on line 2 
21550 COLOR 4,0: PRINT TITLE$ 'print ti 
tle in red 
21560 LOCATE 7,54: PRINT USING"#.##"; SAFE.MIN 
21570 LOCATE 8,32: PRINT SAFE.ANGLE 
21580 LOCATE 9,33: PRINT DIRECTION 
21590 IF NUM.JNTS=O THEN LOCATE 13,2:PRINT "No data on 

roof jointing was entered 
11 :GOTO 21625 

21600 LOCATE 15: FOR N=l TO NUM.JNTS 
21610 LOCATE ,10: PRINT N;: LOCATE ,28: PRINT JDIR(N);: 

LOCATE ,42: PRINT JDIP(N) ;: LOCATE ,60: PRINT USING"# 
#.##"; JOINT.INFLUENCE(N) 
21620 NEXT N 
21625 IF CONCUR$="Y" OR CONCUR$="y" THEN LOCATE 19,3:CO 
LOR 3,0:PRINT "Lower seam should be at least ";:COLOR 4 
,o: PRINT MIN.LAG;:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "feet but not more 
than ";:COLOR 4,0:PRINT MAX.LAG:COLOR 3,0:LOCATE ,3: PR 
INT "feet behind the upper one.": 
21627 COLOR 4,0 
21630 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'clear k 
eyboard buffer 
21640 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 21640 'wait fo 
r Pg Dn or Home key 
21650 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
21660 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 22000 'down to 

next menu 
21670 IF I$=CHR$(73) AND OPT=l THEN 21000 'page up 

to previous menu 
21675 IF I$=CHR$(73) AND OPT=2 THEN 20500 'page up 

to previous menu 
21680 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 30000 ELSE 21640 'home to 

main menu 
22000 '********************Lower Seam Pillar and Floor* 
************************ 
22010 DEF SEG= &HB800 'define 1 
ocation of screen buffer 
22020 BLOAD"page5.scr",O 'load fil 
e to screen 
22030 LOCATE 2,2 
22040 FOR N=2 TO SL: PRINT CHR$(32);: NEXT N 'center t 
itle on line 2 
22050 COLOR 4,0: PRINT TITLE$ 'print ti 
tle in red 
22060 LOCATE 7,37: PRINT USING"##"; OPENING.WIDTH 
22070 LOCATE 9,26: PRINT USING "#.## 11 ; SAFE.DESIGN 
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22080 LOCATE 11,6: PRINT MAX.PILLAR.WIDTH;: LOCATE ,52: 
PRINT RECOV.MAX 

22090 LOCATE 13,6: PRINT AV.PILLAR.WIDTH;: LOCATE ,52: 
PRINT RECOV.BAK 
22100 LOCATE 15,58: PRINT RECOV.TOP 
22110 LOCATE 17,42: PRINT USING"####"; BEARING.LOAD 
22120 LOCATE 18,46: PRINT USING"####"; BEARING.CAPACIT 
y 
22130 LOCATE 20,3 
22140 IF WEAK.LAYER=l AND POTENTIAL.BEARING.FAILURE$="Y 
11 THEN COLOR 3,0:PRINT "Based on the above information 
and using a safety factor of ";:COLOR 4,0: PRINT USING 
"#.##"; FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR; ELSE 22160 
22150 LOCATE 21,3:COLOR 3,0:PRINT "the floor ";:COLOR 4 
,O:PRINT "should ";:COLOR 3,0:PRINT "fail. 11 :GOTO 22250 
22160 IF WEAK.LAYER=l AND POTENTIAL.BEARING.FAILURE$<>" 
Y" THEN COLOR 3,0:PRINT "Based on the above information 

and using a safety factor of ";:COLOR 4,0: PRINT USING 
"#.##"; FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR; ELSE 22180 

22170 LOCATE 21,3:COLOR 3,0:PRINT "the floor ";:COLOR 4 
,O:PRINT "should not ";:COLOR 3,0:PRINT "fail. 11 :GOTO 22 
250 
22180 IF WEAK.LAYER>l AND POTENTIAL.FLOOR.TENSILE$="Y" 
THEN COLOR 3,0: PRINT "Based on the above information a 
nd using a safety factor of ";:COLOR 4,0: PRINT USING 11 

##.#"; FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR; ELSE 22200 
22190 LOCATE 21,3:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "the floor ";:COLOR 
4,0:PRINT "should ";:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "fail. 11 :GOTO 2225 
0 
22200 IF WEAK.LAYER>l AND POTENTIAL.FLOOR.SHEAR$="Y" TH 
EN COLOR 3,0: PRINT "Based on the above information and 

using a safety factor of ";:COLOR 4,0: PRINT USING"## 
.#"; FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR ELSE 22220 
22210 LOCATE 21,3:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "the floor ";:COLOR 
4,0:PRINT "should ";:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "fail. 11 :GOTO 2225 
0 
22220 COLOR 3,0: PRINT "Based on the above information 
and using a safety factor of ";:COLOR 4,0: PRINT USING 
"##.#"; FLOOR.SAFETY.FACTOR 
22230 LOCATE 21,3:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "the floor ";:COLOR 
4,0:PRINT "should not ";:COLOR 3,0: PRINT "fail." 
22250 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'clear k 
eyboard buffer 
22260 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 22260 'wait fo 
r Pg Dn or Home key 
22270 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
22280 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN 22500 'down to 

next menu 
22290 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN 21500 'page up 

to previous menu 
22300 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN 30000 ELSE 22260 'home to 

main menu 
22500 'Plot Master Routine---------------------
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22510 SCREEN 2,0:KEY OFF:CLS 
22520 GOSUB 22540 
22530 GOSUB 22650 
22540 'Grid Routine----------------------------
22550 FOR X=60 TO 600 STEP 45 
22560 LINE (X,12)-(X,172) 
22570 NEXT X 
22580 FOR Y=l2 TO 172 STEP 16 
22590 LINE (60,Y)-(600,Y) 
22600 NEXT Y 
22610 LOCATE 2,5:PRINT 113.0 11:LOCATE 6,5:PRINT "2.5 11:LOC 
ATE 10,5:PRINT 112.0 11:LOCATE 14,5:PRINT 111.5 11:LOCATE 18, 
5:PRINT 111.0 11:LOCATE 22,5:PRINT 110.5 11:LOCATE 12:PRINT 11 

S.F." 
22620 LOCATE 

150 
22630 LOCATE 
22640 RETURN 

23:PRINT 11 0 50 
200 250 300 11 

24,36:PRINT "Pillar Width" 

22650 'Plot Routine----------------------------
22660 DEF FNX = 60 + INT(l.8 * PILLAR.ACT(!)) 
22670 DEF FNY = 164 - INT(64*(SAFE.AC~(I)-.5)) 
22680 DEF FNXl = 60 + INT(l.8 * PILLAR.ACT(I-1)) 
22690 DEF FNYl = 164 - INT(64*(SAFE.ACT(I-1)-.5)) 
22700 FOR I=2 TO IMAX 

100 

22710 IF SAFE.ACT(I)>3 THEN SAFE.ACT(I)=3 'Keep from 
running off graph 

22720 IF PILLAR.ACT(I)>300 THEN PILLAR.ACT(I)=300 
22730 LINE (FNXl,FNYl)-(FNX,FNY) 
22740 NEXT I 
22750 LOCATE 18,40:PRINT "Pillar Width vs. Safety Facto 
r" 
22760 LOCATE 19,40:PRINT "Under Maximum Pillar Load" 
22770 LOCATE 20,40:PRINT "Pillar load =";:PRINT LSEAM.S 
TRESS;:PRINT "psi." 
22800 DEF SEG=O: POKE 1050, PEEK(l052) 'clear k 
eyboard buffer 
22810 I$=INKEY$: IF I$="" THEN 22810 'wait fo 
r Pg On or Home key 
22820 I$=RIGHT$(I$,l) 
22830 IF I$=CHR$(81) THEN BEEP 'down to 

next menu 
22840 IF I$=CHR$(73) THEN SCREEN O,O,O:GOTO 22000 'u 
p to previous menu 
22850 IF I$=CHR$(71) THEN SCREEN O,O,O:GOTO 30000 ELSE 
22810 'home to main menu 
30000 CLS:COLOR 3,0:LOCATE 10:INPUT "Do you want to ret 
urn to the Main Menu (Y/N)? ",RCPT$ 
30010 IF ROPT$="Y" OR ROPT$="y" THEN CHAIN "input.bas", 
50,ALL 
30020 IF ROPT$="N" OR ROPT$="n" THEN 22000 ELSE BEEP:GO 
TO 30000 
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MICROCOMPUTER SIMULATION OF NEAR-SEAM INTERACTION 

by 

B. Alex Grenoble, Jr. 

(ABSTRACT) 

The mining of coal within 110 feet below a 

previously mined seam creates interaction effects which 

can be detrimental to work in the lower seam. These 

interaction effects are characterized by zones of very 

high stress and result in floor and roof instability and 

pillar crushing. 

Recent developments in the field of ground control 

make it possible to determine with a certain degree of 

confidence the location of these zones and estimate the 

degree to which the interaction will affect the lower 

seam. This information has been incorporated into a 

software package for microcomputers which will predict 

lower seam problems and suggest design criteria for 

minimizing the difficulties which will be encountered. 
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